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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose o~ this study was to conduct an investi• 
gation into the nature o~ the attitudes o~ love and hate on 
the part o~ acting-out children toward adults. In the liter-
ature on these children, much attention has been devoted to 
the ef~ects o~ their hate on the development of their char-
acter structure. A good deal o~ discussion has also arisen 
concerning their love, usually in the contezt of an analysis 
o~ their ambivalence--love and hate-•~elt towards the same 
significant adult. It is more particularly toward this as-
pect o~ their love and hate, namely ambivalence, that this 
study has been directed. 
The question of the signi~icance o~ ambivalence in 
the dynamics of children who act-out in an anti-social way 
was ~irst called to the investigator's attention by their 
behavior toward him in group therapy sessions. This behav-
ior was characteristically and markedly ambivalent. Many 
other investigators have cited (~or example English & Pear-
son, 1945; Fenichel, 1945; s. Glueck & E. Glueck, 1952; 
Makkay, 1959) ambivalence as a prominent characteristic of 
the individual who acts-out. Even more, a goodly number 
(Bernabeu, 1958; Bettelheim, 1955; A. Freud, 1956; Freud, 
1917; s. Glueck & E. Glueck, 1952; and others) either assert 
1 
or imply that ambivalence may have an important part in the 
etiology of the disturbance underlying acting-out. 
On the other hand, some investigators (Alexander & 
Staub, 193~; Brody, 1956; Freud, 1928; Freud, 1938) either 
' 
state or imply that ambivalence is not especially signifi• 
cant in acting~out. The most usual reasoning behind this 
position being that ambivalence is a normal trait of child• 
hood. Some hold that ambivalence is instinctually based and 
that it is one of the functions of development gradually to 
evolve a fusion of these instincts. Others feel that ambiv-
alence is unavoidably produced in the course of normal child 
rearing by parental love and nurturance on the one hand and 
by necessary frustrations and discipline on the other. 
In view of the foregoing disagreements as to its sig-
nificance and in view of the fact that "• •• the problem o~ 
ambivalence is virtually neglected by the experimentalist-" 
(Korin, Tarachow, & Friedman, 1957, P• 9) further experimen-
tal investigation clearly seems called for. This study was 
developed around the convictions that ambivalence is primari-
ly a consequence of particular child rearing practices, that 
it contributes to further developments of the acting-out 
character structure, and that it plays a direct part in many 
anti-social behaviors. 
In this investigation an attempt was made to measure 
love and hate toward adults as felt by boys. With a few ex-
ceptions due to absences, insufficiency of data, or test re~ 
2 
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jections, all of the boys in the eighth grade of a large 
suburban junior high school were studied. A rating scale 
was used to differentiate the persistent behavior problem 
children from those who are not behavior problems and from 
those who have only recently become behavior problems. 
Measures of ambivalence were then obtained on each boy in 
each group. The data thus obtained were analyzed in respect 
particularly to their bearing on the question of whether or 
not the boys in the persistent behavior problem group showed 
a higher incidence of intense ambivalence than did the boys 
in the other two groups. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL ISSUES 
General Remarks 
In the ensuing discussion the £9cus is chiefly on 
the concept o£ ambivalence and on the possible relation-
ships between ambivalence _and acting-out. By usage a psy• 
choanalytic conceP,t1 ambivalence is a term widely used but 
also a term loosely and vaguely used. It deserves greater 
elaboration and re£inement o£ de£inition and implications. 
The term acting-out, similarly analytic, is simpler in na-
ture and requires less attention in that it is used chie£ly 
as a descriptive term to denote behavior. Ambivalence is 
presented as one £actor in the genesis o£ the acting-out 
perso~ality pattern and may be related to more inclusive 
theories but a detailed treatment o£ such theories is be-
yond the scope o~ this research. 
A De£inition o£ Acting-out 
According to Hendrick the concept acting-out signi" 
£ies "• •• the neurotic grati£ication o~ a repressed wish 
by compulsive behavior, especially in reacting to another 
person •• •" (1958, P• 365). While originally used chie£ly 
with re£erence to transference fantasies and the psychoana-
lytic treatment process, the term is now commonly used to 
denote such behavior as Hendrick describes without connota-
4 
tion of treatment. Alexander and French (1946) are among 
. 
those who explicitly state that acting-out also takes place 
outside of therapy. 
At this point it is necessary to indicate that while 
. 
the term does not limit the behavior it describes to that 
which is anti-social, this latter element is generally under-
stood to be a part of its meaning unless otherwise indicated. 
It is in this sense that the term is used in this research. 
Further, the term acting-out is used here, as it is frequent-
ly elsewher~ in the literature, as synonymous with delinquent 
where there is no implication of adjudication required. The 
fact that the term acting-out seems increasingly to be used 
in the literature in place. of the term delinquent may be at• 
tributable to the increasingly widespread conviction that 
anti-social behavior is symptomatic of mental illness. This 
conviction is expressed as an integral part of Hendrick's 
definition of acting-out. The term delinquent has no such 
etiological meanings expressed or implied. 
Goddard (1921) was one of the first writers to call 
attention to the element of mental illness in some cases of 
delinquency. More recently, Aichhorn (1925), Ruth Eissler 
(1956), Bernabeu (1958), and others (Oberndorf, 1956; Zil-
boorg, 1956) have expressed the conviction that is shared by 
so many experts today, namely that delinquency is symptomat• 
ic. Many writers exclude from illness those delinquencies 
apparently arising from so-called delinquent subcultures but 
5 
Sutherland (1957) asserts that even these are ill. He 
' points out that these too are failures in adaptation when 
considered with respect to the larger culture. 
Writing more specifically, some describe delinquent 
acts as de~enses against anxiety. Among these latter authors 
are Hendrick (1958), Redl and Wineman (1957), Kurt Eissler 
(1956), Fromm-Reichmann (1950), Pearson (1949), and others 
(Kaufman & Heims, 1958; Schulman, 1955). To the exten~ that 
the avoidance of displeasure is equated with the defense 
against anxiety, Fenichel (1945) is also explicit on this 
point. 
To these additional meanings accreting to the de£ini• 
tion of delinquency by its interchangeability with the term 
acting-out must also be joined the generallY held view 
stressed by Glover (1960) that the acting-out character 
structure develops as it does because of unsatisfactory ob~ 
ject relationships. 
Possession by evil spirits, heredity, constitution, 
low intelligence, and similar notions, once entertained as 
possible causal factors in the development of the delinquent 
personality, have been largely discarded as primary influ-
ences. It is of interest to note that as long as these lat-
ter notions were in a ce~tral though controversial position 
the simple term delinquency, denoting only anti-social behav-
ior, was used. Now, as the phenomenon is better understood, 
6 
the new understanding becomes a part o~ the de~inition of 
the new terms describing the same phenomenon. 
One ~urther fragment is usually added to the defi-
nition of acting-out; the superficial but essential notion 
that it is either chronic or occasional. Different theo-
rists put it in different ways but all take account of it 
because, as Bernabeu states it, n. • • delinquent acts may 
' 
be a manifestation of every kind of psychopathology1t (1958, 
-p. 383). Kurt Eissler (1956) writes of the asocial-·tbose 
without values--and of the dissocial--those with a value 
system but one which may be overwhelmed by instinctual urges 
at certain times, for example adolescence. Makkay (1961) 
designates the two groups as the 11true delinquents1J on the 
one hand and the "delinquent pronesu on the other. The for-
mer, she feels, have a narcissistic core problem; the latter 
do not. Aichhorn (1925) is nearer the common, current termi-
nology as he differe~tiates between the dissocial who have 
no neurosis associated with acting-out and the borderline 
neurotic with dissocial symptoms. Perhaps the most common, 
present day distinction is between the anti-social character 
disorder and the neurotic delinquent. 
For the purposes of this research the term acting-
out was used to describe children who more or less chroni-
cally misbehave as a function of a mental illness. Children 
who misbehaved only occasionally or at certain stages of de-
velopment were termed neurotic behavior problems. This 
7 
nomenclature was regarded as parallel to those of Eissler, 
Makkay and Aichhorn but without etiological implications. 
Similarly, the etiological implications of the broad psy-
• 
choanalytic definition of Hendrick are omitted while the 
usage has been narrowed to one class of acting-out--namely 
anti-social--and the element of emotional illness retained. 
So defined the term is essentially descriptive. What s"till 
remains is the task of relating these behaviors to the sig-
nificant antecedent variables in such a way that successful 
prevention and therapy are at last possible. It is the the-
sis of this research that ambivalence is one such significant 
variable. 
The Nature of Ambivalence 
Similar to the term acting-out, ambivalence is a 
concept broader in technical definition than in common usage. 
Explication is called for in this regard. Beyond this, 
there are a number of pertinent issues--such as its relation 
to a·nxiety, whether or not it is transitory or relatively 
enduring, its relation to the conscious and to the uncon-
scious, and so on--that require identification and resolution. 
A General Definition. According to Rosenzweig 
(1938), Brody (1956), and others, Bleuler first used the term 
ambivalence in 1910. At this time it was used simply to de-
note the coexistence of two opposing feeling tendencies withM 
in a subject. Since 1910 it has come into wide usage, 
8 
particularly by psychoanalytic theorists who regard it as a 
central concept. 
Hendrick defines ambivalence as the 
bipolarity of an instinct; the need to satisfy both 
of a pair of antagonistic desires; especially the 
bipolarity of love and hate, activity and passivity, 
masculinity and femininity, masochism and sadism 
(1958, PP• 365-6). 
Brody (1956) notes that the term is used to deacribe practi-
cally all contradictory £eelings. Freud, on the other hand, 
wrote that ambivalence is n ••• a directing of antithetical 
feelings (affectionate and hostile) towards the same per-
. 
son11 (1935, p. 370). English and Pearson concur with Freud 
in the narrower and probably more common definition. They 
state that nAmbivalence is an emotional state of feeli~g 
both love and hate toward a person.at the same time11 (1945, 
P• 53). 
In this research Hendrick's definition was not used 
because of its broad inclusiveness and because of the assump-
tion of instinctual origin. The views of Freud and of Eng-
lish and Pearson were closer to that used in this study but 
both required minor modifications. The former implies si-
multaneous or alternating expression of the two affects · 
toward the object. The latter suggests that both feelings 
are conscious at the same time. These implied characteris-
tics seemed more relevant to special cases than to a general 
definition. 
9 
As used in this research, ambivalence was defined as 
the coexistence, within a subject, of love and hate for the 
same object. In this definition the words love and hate 
are used to identify positive and negative con~inua respec~ 
tively, not extreme points on the continua. In this way al-
lowance is made for various subclasses of ambivalence de-
pending upon the intensity of each of the two affects and 
upon the ratio of the two intensities. No assumptions re-
garding awareness or expression of either affect are incor-
porated in this definition. Issues involved in these an~ 
other assumptions appear too detailed and too controversial 
for proper inclusion in a definition. They will be dealt 
with in succeeding sections. 
Sources 2f Ambivalence. In the literature one finds 
discussion of three quite different sources of ambivalence. 
Psychoanalytic writers stress an instinctual source, Eros and 
Thanatos. Nearly all theorists seem to feel that normal 
gratifications and frustrations by the same person produce 
ambivalence in the child. And, by implication at least, 
these same theorists must believe that traumatic gratific~· 
tions and frustrations are also capable of producing ambiva-
lence. Curiously, while much emphasis is placed on traumat-
ic experiences in childhood by most everyone concerned with 
the understanding of any kind of psychopathology, a search of 
the literature failed to disclose any explicit distinction 
made between traumatic and non-traumatic experiences as 
10 
sources of ambivalence. Whether or not this apparent over-
sight is due to the psychoanalytic preoccupation with in-
stinct theory is a matter of speculation. It is the convic-
tion of the investigator that the failure to make this dis• 
tinction and develop its implications has greatly lessened 
the usefulness of the concept of ambivalence. I~ everyone 
is ambivalent, by instinct or by experience, the concept, 
cannot be very useful in explaining dif~erences. 
In the literature one finds many references to in-
stinct as a source of ambivalence, starting with Freud (1917, 
1931) ~d running through, ~or exampl~, Alexander and Staub 
(1931), Bernabeu (1958), Brody (1956), English and Pearson 
(1945), Wittels (1956), Friedlander (1945), Goddard (1921), 
Graubert and Miller (1957), Makkay (1961), and Pfister 
(1956). The general point of view of these theorists is 
that all humans are born with instincts that lead to feelings 
of love and hate directed toward each and every object. 
Granting this assumption, one of the major developmental 
problems is the merging or fusion of the instincts, the amel-
ioration of the hostility by combining it with love. As 
Hendrick put it, 
Freud regarded the ambivalence of love and hate as 
deeply rooted in the human constitution, and showed 
that the development of means to resolve such in-
evitable con~licts happily is one of the fundamental 
problems of all human lives. (1958, pp. 32-3). 
The other most commonly discussed source of ambiva-
lence is normal, non-traumatic experience in the course of 
11 
human development. Freud (1933), in discussing ambivalence 
in children, argues that the greater the love the child re-
ceives the greater the anger at frustration and disappoint-
ment. Hendrick (1958) points to ambivalence ~ound in all 
c~ildren because mothers, fathers, nurses, teachers, and 
relatives not only nurture them but also restrain their 
autoerotic and sadistic impulses •. White (1948) characterizes 
the normal family situation as producing a parent-child re-
lationship that is "inherently" ambivalent, using the same 
reasoning as He~drick but without using analytic terms. 
White simply points to normal care on the one hand and nor-
' ; 
mal training-·s~ch as bowel and bladder control--on the 
other. Graubert and Miller (1957) also note that ambivalence 
may be developed through childhood experiences but do not 
specify whether or not they mean normal or traumatic experi-
ences. 
The third source of ambivalence, traumatic experi-
ences, is usually discussed with sole reference to negative 
or hostile experiences. Brody (1956) states that ambivalence 
can result from gross oral and anal deprivation. In a dis-
cussion of the origins ~f aggressive behavior, Parsons (1947) 
asserts that insecurity in interpersonal relations derives 
from inconsistent behavior of the parents or an outright 
lack of love. To the extent that insecurity in interpersonal 
relations is equivalent to ambivalence, Parsons is also em-
phasizing experiences perceived by the child as hostile. 
12 
Fenichel believes that frustrations can give rise to ambiva-
lence and comments that "• •• ambivalence is a characteris-
tic of increased anal erotism1' (1945, p. 278). 
The position taken in this research was that ambiva-
lence stems only from normal and traumatic experiences. 
Bender (1953) and others were felt correct in rejecting in-
stinct as a source of hostile, destructive drives and hence 
the position that instinct is a source of ambivalence became 
untenable. In addition, the concept of instinctual hostil-
ity seemed uneconomical. Life experiences seemed sufficient 
to explain hostile feelings. It was also noted that instinct 
theorists sought recourse to experiential influences when-
ever it became necessary to explain 11heightened11 ambivalence. 
- -Freud, for example, wrote that, nThis ambivalence of the 
feelings appears to be normal up to a point, but a high 
degree of it is certainly a special peculiarity of neurot-
ics11 (1912, p. 320). The rejection of the instinct position 
leaves but two sources of ambivalence: normal experience and 
traumatic experience.. If thes·e two sources are significant-
ly different, as it is so held in this research, then it is 
clear that the ensuing ambivalences may also be significant-
ly different. 
Types of Ambivalence. Normal ambivalence is defined 
as that ambivalence arising from normal experiences of grat• 
ification and frustration. The critical criterion is that 
these experiences not frighten the child. It seems india-
13 
putable that a child may be nurtured and loved without being 
frightened in the process. Likewise, it seems entirely pos-
sible to wean, toilet train, and otherwise restrict, train, 
and frustrate a child without frightening him. 
Neurotic ambivalence is defined as that ambivalence 
arising from traumatic or ~rightening experiences of grati• 
fication and frustration. Over-stimulation and gratifica• 
tion in a threatening context are examples o~ positive 
experiences which seem capable of contributing to the love 
side of a neurotic ambivalence. Frightening frustrations 
need no exemplification. They are all too common. 
This two-fold classification of ambivalence see~ 
entirely capable of explaining the derivation of every ex-
ample of ambivalence encountered in the literature save one. 
Bergler (1948) argues that nursing leads to the development 
of ambivalence in that the infant experiences the nipple's 
-
entrance into his mouth both as pleasurable and as a hostile 
penetration. As a generality applying to every child, this 
notion is rejected by the investigator as undemonstrable and 
as contrary to personal observation. 
The justification for this division of ambivalence 
into two types lies in utility of the two part typology in 
resolving the many conflicting statements about ambivalence 
that appear in the literature. For example, Freud (1912) and 
-Tarachow, Korin, and Friedman (1957) comment that ambivalence 
14 
is normal in all humans. On the other hand, Freud (1931) and 
. 
Brody (1956) state that the normal adult is not ambivalent. 
Jones (1928) holds ambivalence to be use~ul in leading to 
identification. Tarachow, Friedman, and Korin (1958) ob-
~ -
tained experimental evidence·that ambivalence may lead to or 
be associated with a better grasp on reality and a closer 
contact with inner life. Yet Freud (1936} cites ambivalence 
as a handicap by discussing its key role in various neurotic 
disorders and, according to Hendrick (1958), saw it as a ma-
jor problem for all humans. Similarly, an important concept 
to many, ambivalence is utterly neglected by others. It 
seemed to the investigator that th~ development of a more e~­
fective understanding of the concept required that order be 
brought into the currently chaotic state in the literature 
on this matter. In the further discussion o~ the nature of 
ambivalence the two-fold classification will be used to that 
end. 
Ambivalence~ ~Drive. Ambivalences, both normal 
and neurotic, are defined as energies or drives with associ-
ated behavior patterns. By this is meant that ambivalences 
have consequences. They lead to, or activate, processes and 
behaviors. For example, Hendrick (1958) and Jones (1928) 
describe ambivalence as leading to identification. This 
generally held psychoanalytic position is in apparent contra-
diction with that held by Redl and Wineman (1957). These 
-latter authors, in a discussion of the deficiencies in the 
15 
identification machinery of the aggressive child, assert 
that a lack of consistency in the behavior of identifica-
tion figtu~es leaves the child with no reason to identify. 
If Freud (1938) is correct in stating that positive and 
negative experiences from the same figure create ambiva-
lence, the contradiction is clear. If, however, Hendrick 
and Jones are regarded as referring implicitly to normal 
ambivalence while Redl and Wineman to neurotic ambivalence, 
the apparent contradiction may be resolved. 
~Relationship Between Ambivalence and Anxiety. 
Normal ambivalence is defined as anxiety free while neurotic 
ambiv~lence is defined as regular~y associated with anxiety. 
English and Pearson hold that, 11Nearly all our attitudes 
have some degree of ambivalence in them because we rarely 
completely hate or love a person for longu (1945, p. 53}. 
This common sense statement seems ·clearly to imply that all 
ambivalence need not be anxiety ladene On the other hand, 
Graubert and Miller (1957) write that ambivalence is intol-
erable to healthy adults, with what seems to be the clear 
implication that all ambivalence is associated with anxiety. 
Again, the two-fold classification of ambivalence appears to 
dissolve an apparent contradiction in the literature. 
There are further implications to this addendum to 
the definition of ambivalence. Normal ambivalence, because 
it is not fixated by anxiety, thus may be a relatively tran-
sitory phenomenon in the event that it is based on a misper-
16 
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caption of the object or in the event that the object 
changes hi~ behavior with respect to the subject. Neurot-
ic rumbivalence, because of its association with anxiety, 
tends to be an enduring trait or disposition to action. It 
tends. to be impervious to change by ordinary life experiences. 
Awareness of Ambivalence. Normal ambivalence is de• 
fined as always available to the conscious mind. Neurotic 
ambivalence is de£ined as being either conscious or uncon-
scious with respect to either the love or the hate or both. 
This is one aspect of ambivalence regarding which no contra-
dictions were found in the literature. English and Pearson 
(1945) and others (.Aichhorn, 1925; Anna Freud, 1946; Freud, 
1938; Graubert & Miller, 1957; Hendrick, 1958) all agree that 
the love or the hate or both may be unconscious. Graubert 
' 
and Miller (1957), in their conment that ambivalence is in-
tolerable to healthy adults, make implicit the belief that 
both sides of the ambivalence may be conscious. 
Behavioral Expression of Ambivalen~. This is another 
characteristic of ambivalence with regard to which the liter• 
ature is less explicit than contradictory. Graubert and 
Miller (1957) believe that a failure of the fusion of love 
and hate in an ambivalence is a function of the existence of 
the two affects at different levels of consciousness. No dif-
ferentiation is made between normal and neurotic ambivalence. 
Normal ambivalence is defined here as always expressed 
in its entirety. That is, both sides of the rumbivalence are 
always taken into account in the behavior of the subject 
towa~d the object of the ambivalence. A nnet evaluationff of 
the object is felt and expressed. But these affects are not 
really fused although they both exist at the same level. 
Neurotic ambivalence is defined as capable of ex-
pression either in whole or in pa~t. If the affects of this 
ambivalence exist at the same level of consciousness, the 
behavior of the subject toward the object will express both 
affects. If the affects of this ambivalence exist at dif• 
ferent levels of consciousness, only the conscious affect 
will be exp~essed toward a particular object. An important 
assumption in this connection is that the two affects may 
shift levels of consciousness both with respect to one object 
at different times and to different objects. The degree of 
justification felt by the subject's ego is assumed to medi• 
ate such affect shifts between levels. 
Anna F~eud (1946) cites an interesting example of 
what is here regarded as neurQtic ambivalence. The subject, 
who was markedly ambivalent toward her mother, could feel and 
express only love for her. The hate was displaced onto an-
other female. 
~ Displacement ~ ~sference 2f Ambivalence. 
There see~ to be no question that the affects of a neurotic 
ambivalence, and hence the ambivalence itself, may be dis-
placed or transferred from the original object to substitute 
18 
objects. Here again,, the literature seems rather too gen-
. 
eral than contradictory. An example of this weakness is 
apparent in Anna Frau~ 's connnent that, 11Primarily, young 
children endow in the:ir imagination all adults with the 
same qualities with which they have become familiar in their 
I 
parents and expect f~om them the same treatment which they 
' 
receive at home" (1956, p. 196). This statement seems a bit 
too broad in that many have observed that children as young 
I 
as eight months may ~eact quite dif~erently to mother sub-
stitutes. Similarly; Erikson (1948) broadly writes that the 
child who forms an e~rly ambivalence toward his mother eval-
r 
uates the whole world accordingly. Hendrick (1958), Kaufman 
and Heims (1958) and·others also agree that ambivalence may 
I 
be displaced, although their discussions are usually quite 
general and sometime~ inexplicit. 
Normal ambiv~lence is here defined as non-displace-
able. Neurotic ambivalence is defined as displaceable. It 
l 
is the ambivalence ~ith which this research is concerned. 
Conditions ~f Displacement Q[ Neurotic Ambivalence. 
The investigator's s.urvey of the literature revealed no ex-
plicit discussion of this facet of the nature of ambiva-
lence. This is har4ly surprising, however, in that no dif-
ferentiations betwe~n different types o~ ambivalence were 
encountered either. In fact, no discussion of the condi• 
tiona of the displa~ement of ambivalence of any type were 
found. 
. 
• 
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For the purposes of this research, neurotic ambiva-
lance is further defined as tending to be displaced when: 
1} The object has significance to the subject, 
2} The object represents a power figure, 
3) The disposition of the object toward the subject 
is ambiguous or unknown and 
.4) The subject is feeling anxious. 
It is assumed that the conditions for displacement 
will be maximally favorable when all four conditions exist 
to a high degree. It is further assumed that the first 
three conditions are required for displacement of both sides 
of the ambivalence but that the fourth is not. 
When the other conditions exist and the disposition 
of the object toward the subject is perceived as hostile, it 
is assumed that the negative side of the ambivalence only 
will be displaced and expressed. Similarly, if the object 
is perceived as friendly the positive side only will be dis~ 
placed and expressed. These are regarded as subtypes. 
Quantitative Aspects of Ambivalence. In productive 
study and usage of,the concept it is not sufficient to refer 
to it without reference to its quantitative characteristics. 
Thus Freud (1912), in contrasting tlie normal with the neurot-
ic person, writes that the former is ambivalent to a degree 
while the latter may be highly ambivalent. Fenichel (1953-
54} raises the question of unequal amounts of love and hate 
in his disc~ssion of the compulsion neurotic's ambivalence 
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and argues that it is preponderantly hostile. It is, how-
ever, all too frequently that one finds mention of ambiva-
lence in the literature with no mention whatsoever of the 
degrees of love and hate or even of Which predominates. In 
general, it may be said that the quantitative aspects of 
ambivalence have not been dealt with in a systematic way. 
For the purposes of this study, ambivalence is fur-
ther defined as being composed of two affects, love and hate, 
which are qualitatively different and are susceptible to in-
dependent measurement of a more or less continuous nature. 
Such measurements lend themselves to various refinements of 
distinctions between what may be significantly different 
ambivalences. High, equal ambivalence, for example, may be 
distinguished from high, negative ambivalence and from high, 
positive ambivalence. 
The degree of ambivalence, per se, is defined as 
a function of the intensity levels of love and hate for an 
object and of the difference of intensity between the two 
levels. 
Ambivalence in Normals 
There seems to be a very general agreement that 
children are ambivalent and that to an extent, at least, this 
is normal. Among those who take this position more or less 
explicitly are Graubert and Miller (1957), Hendrick (1958), 
and White (1948). Among those who take this position on a 
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more or less implicit basis are Aichhorn (1925), Erikson 
(1950a), Freud (1928), and Jones (1928). No statements to 
the contrary were found in the literature. 
There was ~ound to be also a general but not perfect 
agreement that some ambivalence in adults iB normal. Among 
those supporting this opinion are English and Pearson (1945), 
Freud (1912, 1935), and Friedlander (1949). Brody (1956) 
' 
disagrees, asserting that ambivalence in adults is neurotic. 
Freud (1931) states, with some apparent conflict with other 
of his own writings, that ambivalence cannot be considered 
to be a universal lawe 
According to the way it has been defined in this re-
search, ambivalence probably occurs in all normal human be-
ings. It is the belief of the investigator that healthy or 
normal persons may, at the same time and with respect to the 
same object, like certain traits and dislike certain others 
on a perfectly rational basis having nothing to do with being 
~rightened either in the present or the past. For example, 
the same person may be liked for his wit and disliked for his 
prejudices. To the extent that there are positive and nega-
tive attributes in all humans, it would be expected that all 
healthy persons would be ambivalent toward others on this 
account. This ambivalence has been defined as normal ambiva-
lence and it would seem rather apparent that it would be a 
loss, not a gain, were these affects to be merged or fused. 
There remains the question of why there is. such com-
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plete agreement that all children are ambivalent while there 
is difference of opinion concerning adults. Freudians seem 
to handle this question by regarding the resolution of am-
biva~ence as a normal problem of development, solved by most 
' people by fusion. When fused, the affects are not considered 
to be ambivalent. However, the rejection of the Freudian 
premise of a hostile instinct necessitates. another explana-
tion. 
The position taken in this research is that the ob-
served difference between the incidences of ambivalence in 
children as against adults is a difference in the incidences 
of normal ambivalence. It is assumed that there is no dif-
ference between children and adults in regards the incidence 
of neurotic ambivalence. 
In terms of subjective experience, children are more 
commonly subject to capricious authority than are adults; 
children are more commonly treated as labor-saving devices 
than adults; and child~en more commonly suffer much greater 
delays in gratifications than do adults. These hardships are 
typically inflicted by the same people who also nurture the 
children, parents and teachers. These experiential phenomena 
are quite capable of explaining the difference between the 
incidences of ambivalence in children and adults in a way more 
economical than that provided by instinct theory. 
It is assumed here that the affects of a normal am-
bivalence are not fused. The normal person may give a rating 
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o~ another person in terms that do not speci~y assets and 
liabilities but it is presumed that the normal's behavior 
on a day to day basis will take account of these positive 
and negative charact&ristics. The executive or director o~ 
personnel is frequently called upon to per~orm this dis-
crimination in effective job placement o~ workers. This 
characteristic, the non-fusion of normal ambivalence, is 
hence to be regarded as an asset and the tentative conclu-
sion reached by Tarachow, Friedman, and Korin on the basis 
of certain experimental data is viewed in this light. In a 
study, in which they equate high ambivalence or "defused" 
ambivalence with ego defects, they comment·, 
These data suggest that the ego which is relatively 
less integrated and ~ successful in its defensive 
and integrative functions might be predisposed to 
better contact~ one's inner~ and perhaps also 
predisposed to imagination and creativity. Not only 
that, but the less well-defended personality might 
also have a clearer concept of some selective aspects 
of reality (1958, p. 92). 
Since, in this study, no distinction was made between normal 
and neurotic ambivalence, the results are.ambiguous. It may 
well be that ~heir instruments measured more adequately nor-
mal rather than neurotic ambivalence. At any rate, their 
comment is entirely consistent with the view of normal ambiv-
alence taken in the present research. 
To the extent that the terms nnormaln and ·.nhealthy11 
connote perfection in mental health, the normal or healthy 
individual should have no neurotic ambivalence as defined in 
this research. However, it is assumed that none has per* 
feet mental health and, hence, that all humans may have 
some neurotic ambivalence. It is assumed further that the 
amount of neurotic ambivalence in a person is roughly cor-
related with his degree of mental illness. 
Ambivalence in Neurotics 
Neurotics are expected to have normal ambivalences. 
By and .large these ambivale:nces are of the same nature as 
comparable ones in normals and operate independently of 
the neuroses. It does seem possible, however, ~at some 
neurotic disturbances may interfere with a realistic per-
ception of the pros and cons of a given object and in this 
way· ·produce a normal ambivalence not entirely appropriate 
to realitye It is felt that, in the discussion of neurotics 
in the literature, this ambivalence is not touched upon. 
The literature, on the other hand, does have a great 
deal to say ftbout what is here considered neurotic ambiva-
lence in neurotics. Fenichel writes, 11 • • • neurotic charac-
ters ••• (suffer) ••• undue ambivalence in all object 
relationships. This is characteristic for all neurotics 
with unconscious instinctual aims" (1945, p. 511). Freud 
(1936) discusses the role of ambivalence in phobias, re-
action formations, hysterias, isolations, and the compulsion 
neuroses. It seems possible that various types of neurotic 
ambivalence, for example high love-high hate, high love-low 
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hate, and low love~high hate, may relate to specific dis-
orders in various combinations with other etiological fac-
tors. A general and comprehensive discussion of the role 
of ambivalence in the neuroses is, however, beyond the scope 
of this study. In terms of the neurotic, this research is 
concerned only with that aspect of his ambivalence that re• 
·. . 
lates to his acting-out. 
Unfortunately, in discussion of the relationship 
·~ 
between ambivalence and acting-out, no distinction was made 
between the acting-out behavior problem and the neurotic be~ 
havior problem in the· literature surveyed. Fenichel (1953-
54) comes 'closest in stating his view that, while the com-
! 
pulsion neurotic is markedly ambivalent, his disorder is 
primarily :a disease of aggression. Here Fenichel seems to 
be describing a neurotic ambivalence of the low love-high 
I 
hate type 'but he makes no connections here between the ambiv• 
alence and any tendency to act-out. 
T~e position taken in this study regarding the re-
lationships between ambivalence and the neurotic behavior 
problem isl delineated in the next chapter. 
AmbivalenC'e as a Feature of the Child Who Acts-out 
It seems clear that ambivalence and acting-out may 
be either concomitant variables stemming from the same un-
derlying personality disorder or be related as antecedent 
variable (ambivalence) and consequent variable (acting-out). 
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Or, perhaps both relationships obtain. In this section am-
bivalence is discussed as a concomitant variable from a 
number of_different points of view. The consistent assump-
tion is that the ambivalence referred to is neurotic. 
General Statements. Fenichel (1945) describes the 
severer cases of juvenile delinquency as being governed by, 
among other traits, extreme ambivalence toward all objects. 
Reiner and Kaufman write of the delinquent that, 11They al-
ternate between love and hate for the mother and father 
figures ••• 11 (1959, p. l2'). In discussing the treatment 
-
of major criminals, Schmideberg observes that, "• •• these 
patients • • • are excessively ambivalent and particularly 
unstable" (1956, p. 187). In the Glueck (1952) study 42% 
of the delinquent subjects were f.ound to be ambivalent to ... 
ward authority as opposed to 20% of the non-delinquent sub-
jects. Williams (1958) found, in an experimental study of 
acting-out children, that 38% of the act-outers, as compared 
with 4% of the normals studied, classified their mothers as 
psychologically unknown with respect to the variables love 
and authority. 
Others have also made pertinent observations. Aich-
horn (1925) has described a case of ·delinquency in which 
there was marked ambivalence toward a sister. Erikson (1948) 
in discussing the aggressions of Germany, contends that the 
Germans have always been ambivalent toward mankind and the 
world. Redl (1956) discusses ambivalence in acting-out 
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children in terms of conflicting impulses and behaviors. 
While his reference to ambivalence is indirect and not in 
terms of affect per se, the relationship between impulse, 
behavior, and affect is so close as to lend relevancy to 
his remarks. Sarbin and Jones (1955) offer a similarly in-
direct observation drawn from data obtained in an experi-
mental study. They found that the acting-out child cannot 
adequately manage the tensions produced in a situation in-
volving ambiguous cues. He~e the relevancy of the finding 
turns on the assumption that tension in reaction to ambigu-
ity of cue is a result of ambivalence. Finally, Anna Freud 
writes of those who act-out, u •• ~ the hated enemy is for 
their unconscious the representative of the sexual partner1' 
(1956, p. 201). 
In Regard i£ Inconsistent Parents. To the extent 
that inconsistency of parental treatment of the child may 
engender in him a neurotic ambivalence, there is general, 
implicit agreement in the literature to the effect that the 
acting-out child is ambivalent. Bag~t (1941) and Burt 
(1925) have found that the single factor having the highest 
correlation with delinquent behavior is inconsistent disci-
pline on the part of the parent. McGann (1957) also stresses 
parental inconsistency in the background of the delinquente 
Sterba (1956) cites a case of delinquency in a girl toward 
whom the mother was markedly ambivalent. Schmideberg (1956) 
understands ambivalence to be a relevant factor in the back-
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ground o~ the habitual criminal. Parsons (1947) relates 
aggressive behavior to inconsistent treatment by the 
parents. Kaufman (1955) emphasizes parental excesses o~ 
both indulgence and frustration. Erikson (1956) identi-
~ies the negative side of a societal inconsistency in call-
ing attention to the "psychosocial moratoriumn in regards 
responsibility and con~ormity on the part of youth. In 
asserting that the child perceives real or psychological 
separations as sadism on the part o~ the parent, Kaufman 
and Heims (1958) identi~y the negative si~e of parental in-
consistency in the parents of delinquents. 
As Makkay (1961) puts it, the validity of the ob-
servation that the parents o~ the acting-out child are 
markedly inconsistent in their treatment of him rests upon 
its being made by so many different workers and investiga-
tors despite differing techniques and theoretical persua-
sions. 
In Regard to Dependency Needs. Another not infre-
quently noted characteristic of the delinquent is his ex~g­
gerated need for dependency status. When contrasted with 
his neurotic hostilities toward strong adults, the very ones 
best fitted to nurture him, this dependency need gives fur-
ther evidence of his ambivalence, his neurotic ambivalence. 
Schulman (1955) notes that delinquents have deep 
dependency needs. Makkay (1959} observes that the acting-
out child has a basic distrust of adults and yet strong 
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needs for dependency 'on them. Kaurman and Heims (1958) point 
up the same condition in their emphasis on the delinquent's 
longing for, and hostility toward, his parents. 
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!n Regard to Capacity for Object RelatiQB&• In the 
not so distant past, one of the most typical characteriza-
tions of the acting-out or delinquent child was that he is 
incapable of forming object relation~hips. Reminding one of 
what used to be said of the schizophrenic, this notion has 
frequently been advanced as the reason why psychotherapy with 
these youngsters is so very difficult. Nowadays the delin-
quent is generally acknowledged to possess a capacity for 
object relationships. The focus now is on the quality of the 
relationships. 
Waelder states that, "Delinquency is only one of the 
man;i.festations of a personality lacking in genuine relations 11 
(1960, P• 203). This view seems to represent a sort of 
bridge between the old'notion of no relationships at all and 
the more recent position that these relationships are more 
infantile than non-genuine. Kurt Eissler (1956) and Hoffer 
(1956) express the more typical current view as they describe 
the attachments of the acting-out child as narcissistic. By 
this term they mean that the relationship turns on the grat-
ification of the delinquent who is completely unconcerned 
about the gratification and welfare of the object. The 
Gluecks (1954) find the delinquent an extrovert, vivacious, 
and socially assertive. These characteristics certainly seem 
to suggest a capacity to form positive relationships. 
For those that view delinquency as a near schizo-
phrenic disorder or a disorder defensive against schizo-
phrenia, Fromm-Reicbmands (1939) experience is pertinent. 
She found, in her work with them at Chestnut Lodge, that 
schizophrenics can develop strong object relationships. 
From the point of view of this research, Friedland-
er (1949) seems most accurate in suggesting that acting-out 
children can form object relationships but that these re-
lationships do not hold up under conditions of frustration. 
This observation appears to have the advantages o~ being 
closer to the data and less dependent upon theoretical pre-
conceptions. 
The personal observation of the investigator was to 
the effect that, while they last, the positive relationships 
of the delinquent are not at all predominantly narcissistic. 
In fact, the gratification and welfare of the object may 
seem to be exaggerated in importance to the delinquent. 
These observations suggest that some theorists, challenged 
to explain the ephemeral nature of many of the delinquent's 
relationships, fitted the data to the theory rather than the 
theory to the data. 
Following up Friedlander's suggestion, it may be 
that the child who acts-out is able to form relationships 
but that these relationships are frequently transitory be-
cause of intense ambivalence rather than because they are 
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narcissistic. In any event, given the delinquent's capac~ 
ity for hostile object relationships, long observed but long 
neglected by theorists, plus his recently recognized capac-
ity for positive relationships, it can be stated that the 
delinquent's capacity for object relationships may be of a 
basically ambivalent nature-
!a Regard ~Depressive Features. Some observers, 
for example Kaufman and Heims (1958) at The Judge Baker Guid-
ance Center in Boston, contend that a crucial determinant in 
the personality structure of the delinquent is an unresolved 
depression. Whether or not it is a crucial determinant, de-
pression commonly appears in the make-up of the acting-out 
child. Freud (1917), in turn, understands ambivalence to be 
one of the three conditioning factors in depression. Accord-
ing to this line of reasoning then, the delinquent with de-
pressive features is also ambivalent. 
Ill Regard iQ ~ Se~f Concept. Ego diffusion, held 
by Erikson (1950b) to be a characteristic of the delinquent, 
designates a state of uncertainty not only in regard to how 
one feels about oneself but also in regard to how others 
feel about one. Here again, perhaps, is a comment on the am-
bivalence of the delinquent. It seems reasonable to assume 
that the person who is uncertain or ambivalent about himself 
and about how others esteem him has also an ambivalence to-
wards those others. 
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Me Cann (1957) simi]ar~y feels that an inadequate 
self-image is characteristia of the delinquent. If this 
negative component is paired with the positive component of 
omnipotence frequently observed, the implication of ambiva-
lence toward the self is strong. 
Summary Remarks. There seems to be a consensus that 
the acting-out child is markedly ambivalent. Comments in 
the literature to this effect appear both in direct form and 
indirectly in the course of discussion of other traits. 
Only a few seem to offer conflicting opinions. Among these 
is Brody who asserts, 11 • • • the ambivalent person is not 
capable of experiencing strong affects, either love or haten 
(1956, p. 508). This would seem to exclude the delinquent 
from ambivalent classification. Freud (1928) perceives the 
criminal as lacking in emotional appreciation of human ob-
jects and implies that ambi'valence is no special feature of 
the delinquent in writing that ambivalence governs, n ••• 
most of our intimate relationships with other human beingsn 
(1935, P• 385). 
Brody's belief runs contrary to the general stream 
of opinion and is held to be incorrect. Freud's comment on 
the criminal is perhaps best interpreted as a recognition of 
the transitory nature of the criminal's affective orienta-
tion while the remark about intimate human relationships may 
be viewed as a commentary on normal ambivalence. 
With the exception noted, this discussion of ambiva-
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lence in the delinquent, including that felt toward himsel~, 
has had consistent reference to neurotic ambivalence. It 
seems clear that this type of ambivalence is indeed a promi-
nent characteristic of the persistently anti-social individ-
ual. Whether or not neurotic ambivalence is more than this, 
namely an etiological factor, remains to be discussed. 
Ambivalence as an Etiological Factor in Delinquency 
Delinquency has proved a baffling problem for the-
orist and practitioner alike~ Over the years a wide variety 
of dif~erent causal factors have been advanced in the e~fort 
to understand it. Some of these factors, such as heredity 
and constitution, have been generally abandoned as major 
causes. Others have been abandoned by some while being re-
tained by others~ Bergman (1956) debunks the low IQ notion, 
the idea of criminality to obtain punishment, and the propo-
sitions that delinquents are unable to delay gratification 
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or stand frustrations. Ruth Eissler (1956), holding that 
delinquency belongs in the field o~ psychopathology, rele-
gates economic and sociological conditions to the lesser 
status of contributing factors, albeit sometimes serious ones. 
Were one to agree to such eliminations there still would re-
main a multiplicity of major approaches to be considered. 
Aichhorn (1925), in his early monumental work, foreshadows 
many current conceptualizations. As of etiological signifi• 
cance in delinquency, he discusses depression, parental 
sanction, extremes o~ indulgence, extremes o~ frustration, 
both extremes together, the overly severe superego, the de-
fective or weak superego, and ego defect. The one common 
thread running throughout the fabric of current thought on 
delinquency is the stress on the early living conditions of 
the offender. Kvaraceus {1954) emphasizes home and family 
life and Glover {1960) the lack of satisfactory object re-
lationships in the pre-oedipal years, for example, as vital 
~actors in the etiology of delinquency. 
The reason for the continued e~istence of a wide 
variety of etiological factors still receiving major support 
may be found in a comment of Johnson and Szurek. They argue 
that, u ••• the antisocial child reared in a family is the 
product of a multiplicity o~ variables of mixed quality and 
quantityu (1952, p. 341). The truth of this statement is 
one of the underlying assumptions of this research on ambiva-
lence. 
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In today 1s literature on the problem of acting-out, 
etiological factors are discussed sometimes directly and 
sometimes indirectly via the so-called organizations of the 
mind, namely the id, the ego, and the superego. In the en-
suing discussion of the relationship of ambivalence to acting• 
out the various ~actors will be treated according to the way 
they are most typically used in the literaturee 
Ambivalence Relative 1£ the ~. In discussing the 
neurotic character and specifically the anti-social neurotic 
character, Alexander and Staub put what has become an un-
usual emphasis upon the instincts per see They write, 11The 
relative strength of their Ego is undoubtedly smaller than 
that of the neurotic, but it is not absolutely weak. Only 
the powerful expansiveness of their instinctual life makes 
it appear weaku (1931, p. 122). Then they go on to assert 
that, "• •• it is of decisive importance whether an individ-
ual's instinctive life tends to develop autop~astically or 
not; upon this depends the development of a neurosis or 
criminality11 (1931, p. 12?). Since they e~lier state that, 
11 
• •• there exists in all human beings a large reservoir of 
anti-social or criminal drives 1' (1931, P• 97), it appears 
clear that they are referring to the so-called death in-
stinct. According to this general outlook, an ambivalence 
of the life and death affects is inevitable and normal. The 
resolution of this ambivalence through fusion is then re~ 
garded as a developmental task. If this task is not accom~ 
plished, then the hostile drives will be unmitigated by love 
and hostile, destructive behavior is likely to result. 
Here an ambivalence of an instinctual variety is 
accorded central importance. It is rejected, however, in 
I 
this research as invalid. While it may be convenient to 
think of our hostile drives as moderated by love, it is cer-
tainly repugnant to consider that our love must be diluted 
by our hatred. This consideration leads one to evaluate the 
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evidence for the existence of a hostile or death instinct 
and to consider its theoretical economy. 
The evidence for the existence of a death instinct 
appears to be of a highly intangible and speculative nam 
ture. Suffice it to say, there seems to be room for a good 
deal of doubt. With regard to the matter of economy of the-
ory, it is noteworthy that eyen those who adhere to this 
instinctual position have to seek recourse to experiential 
causes of ·nheightened11 aggressivity. to explain why only a 
small minority become delinquent. To the extent that ex• 
periential factors alone can explain hostile feelings and 
behaviors, the assumption of a death instinct becomes super-
fluous and undesirable. For these reasons, ·the death in-
stinct position and the concept of instinctual ambivalence 
are rejected as invalid by this investigator. 
Ambivalence Relative iQ the Egoa Currently, the ego 
is the most popular of the organizations of the mind in 
terms of focus o~ psychological investigation and theory. 
Aichhorn (1925) early called attention to its possible role 
in the etiology of delinquency when he wrote that one type 
of the disorder resulted from an ego cleavage or disturbance. 
Since that time, many have pointed to ego defects--be they 
general weakness, cleavage, specific weakness with concomi-
tant hypertrophically developed strengths, or fixation--as 
leading to delinquency directly and also indirectly by lead-
ing to the development of an impaired superego. 
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Many stress the importance of parental love and re• 
spect for the child. Dorsey believes, nThe respected young-
ster renounces for his parents' sake1' (1956, P• 141). Makkay 
(1961) holds that the control functions of the ego depend on 
strong, positive relations; otherwise ego fixation takes 
place. Oberndorf (1956) and Schulman (1955) likewise seem 
to stress parental love and respect for proper ego develop• 
ment and the avoidance of the genesis of an anti-social 
character disorder. Redl and Wineman (1957) warn against 
specific ego defects, related to delinquency, resulting 
from poorly managed or totally absent affectional relation-
ships to adults from early infancy. 
This general view on the importance of love and 
respect for the child's proper ~go development is, it may be 
reasoned, tantamount to the view that parental neurotic am-
bivalence is harmful to the child with respect to his avoid-
ance of delinquency. And, in that parental neurotic ambiva-
lence leads to neurotic ambivalence in the child, this 
position implies that a lack of love and respect for the 
child leads to neurotic ambivalence in the child. 
If this extended line of reasoning is valid, it leads 
only to a recognition that the acting-out child is ambivalent. 
It does not impute any causal relationship to his ambivalence. 
More directly, some authorities warn against parental 
hostility in terms of ego development away from delinquency. 
For example, Bernabeu (1958) holds that parental hostility 
toward the child engenders an inability on the part of the 
ego to mediate with reality. This, in turn, leads to super-
ego defects. She goes even further in asserting that the 
ego's failure adequately to mediate with reality is the 
common element in all delinquency. Kurt Eissler (1956) of-
fers another example of this general point of view. He 
notes that delinquents have manifold deformities in their 
ego-structure and suggests that these are due to reality in-
justices suffered in childhood. 
Here again, the relationship of this position to 
ambivalence is by implication only. It seems doubtful that 
a child could avoid psychosis and make even a delinquent ad-
justment to life if his parents treated him only with hos-
tility. If there i~ love too, then the possibility of a 
parental neurotic ambivalence--and through it a neurotic am-
bivalence in the child--exists. Here too, the child's 
ambivalence would have only the status of a concomitant var-
iable with respect to his delinquency. 
Some comment directly on the parent's ambivalence, 
although the term most commonly used is inconsistency0 
Friedlander stresses her belief that the alternation of 
harshness and smothering affection, in the early life of the 
child, leads directly to a disturbance of ego development. 
She writes, 1' ••• the constant oscillation between too much 
frustration and too much gratification • • • disturbed the 
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ego development·" (1949, P• 214). A little less direct is 
Szurek (1956), who stresses the causal aspects o~ the 
child's ~ailure to integrate. into his ego-organization at-
titudes of con~idence that his basic needs will be met. 
Here, however, is a comment suggestive not only of parental 
neurotic ambivalence but also, in terms o~ a lack of con~i­
dence, a neurotic ambivalence on the part o~ the child. 
In general then, the discussion in the literature 
relating the nature of the ego to delinquency has little to 
say directly concerning ambivalence in the child. A tenuous 
connection to ambivalence may be made by in~erence and ex• 
tended reasoning but even then the result is merely that am-
bivalence may also be a characteristic of the delinquent. 
No causal in~luences are imputede 
There is, however, one point that may be made in 
terms o~ relating neurotic ambivalence in the child as a 
causal ~actor to the foregoing discussions o~ the delin-
~ 
quent 1s ego. This point has to do with the possible exist• 
ence of an intervening variable between parental treatment 
o~ the child and the disturbance in ego development. As 
reviewed here, the literature does not go into this matter. 
The sole exception, and then rather vaguely, was Szurek 
(1956) who discussed attitudes o~ no confidence. 
It seems reasonable to postulate that there is an 
intervening variable between parental treatment and ego de-
fect and that this variable is neurotic ambivalence on the 
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part of the child toward the parent. Perhaps ego fixation, 
specific ego defect, ego cleavage, ego deformities and so on, 
are immediately the result of a particular attitude of the 
child toward his parent, namely a neurotic ambivalence. 
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Ambivalence Relative to Identification and the Super-
ego. While at one time it was thought that the delinquent. 
has no conscience or superego, the current trend is that he 
has one but that it is defective. Of the notion that acting• 
out is a problem of no superego, Redl and Wineman write, 
"Frankly, we think that this is the bunk" (1957, p. 201). 
The remarkable Aichhorn (1925) again early led the way by his 
discussion of the faulty,ego-ideal. He even went so far as 
to describe a kind of delinquency arising from too severe a 
superego. Schmideberg believes, 11There is no criminal in 
our society who ••• has neither conscious or unconscious 
guilt • • • 11 ( 1956, p. 185). 
Since, as ~ampl-De Groot (1956) puts it, the ideal-
formation or superego is based on identification, the follow-
ing discussion of defects of the conscience is also concerned 
with the process of identification. 
One fnequent line of reasoning used to explain super-
ego defects is to trace their origin back to defects of the 
ego. Friedlander (1949), Bernabeu (1958), and Fenichel (1945} 
exemplify the exponents of this thinking. Friedlander con-
ceives of the problem as a failure of the ego to develop 
toward the reality principle. This failure, she feels, re-
sults from inconsistent mothering. Bernabeu assigns the 
blame to ego constriction resulting from parental hostilities 
on the one hand and a lack of parentally maintained values on 
the other. Fenichel describes one type of superego "defectn 
as its isolation by the ego, its temporary removal from the 
scene of action as it were. Then he goes on to say, uAn 
isolation of this kind is fostered if the ego has previously 
experienced both intense erogenous pleasure and intense en-
vironmental frustrations ••• 1' (1945, P• 375). 
Here again, we see reference to parent behavior which 
seems clearly ambivalent although the term itself is not 
used. And again we see reference to parental ambivalence 
with no development of the implication of the child's own re-
sulting ambivalence. 
The key to the understanding of ~is perhaps studious 
avoidance of the concept and implications of ambivalence may 
be found in the position of many psychoanalytic theorists re-
garding the genesis of the superego. This group, exemplified 
by Freud (1928, 1938), Hendrick (1958}, and Jones (1928), 
holds that identification and the development of an adequate 
superego result from an ambivalence on the part of the child 
toward the identification figure. Presumably then, it is the 
lack of an ambivalence toward the·parent that leads to faulty 
superego development. If this is the case, then to explicate 
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parental inconsistencies as expressions of.ambivalence to-
ward the child and to develop the implication that this 
produces ambivalence in the child toward the parent, would 
be to make manifest a sharp contradiction. Perhaps this is 
the reason why such authorities as Friedlander, Bernabeu, 
and Fenichel avoid the use of the term ambivalence in this 
context. 
Another, and perhaps more useful, way to avoid this 
apparent contradiction is to consider that Friedlander, 
Bernabeu, and Fenichel have reference to neurotic ambiva-
lence while Freud, Hendrick, and Jones intend one to under• 
stand their ambivalence as normal, in these discussions of 
the development of the superego. One is far from certain 
that the authors cited would accept this distinction as ap-
propriate to their particular positions but it is felt to 
merit careful consideration. 
Another group of theorists argue that it is parental 
hostility and injustice to the child that interferes with 
the process of identification and the development of an ade-
quate superego. Kurt Eissler (1956) may be considered rep-
resentative of this group. He points out that reality in-
justices are nearly always found in the background of delin-
quents and asserts that such injustices interfere with 
healthy identification. Again, there is no reference to 
parental ambivalence but one may suspect its existence, and 
consequently the ambivalence in the child, on the grounds 
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that where there is a reality injustice inflicted upon the 
child by the parent there is also likely to be over-indul-
gence of the child as a compensatory gesture. 
A lack of love on the part of the parent toward the 
child is cited by a number of writers as a reason for faul~y 
identification and superego development. Iampl~De Groot 
(1956) believes identification to be brought about by love. 
Woolf, writing on the moral development of the child, states 
that, "If the child previously had a good relationship with 
his parents, one based on mutual love and esteem, the parentst 
influence is accepted and such identification results" (1956, 
p. 266). Anna Freud (1956) holds that normal emotional ties 
are essential for the child's adequate identification and 
development of the superego. Makkay {1961) holds that the 
development of the superego depends on the child's strong, 
positive relationships. Perhaps Redl and Wineman speak for 
this group in commenting that without enough consistent love 
there is ~~ ••• little reason to transform love into identi-
f.ication ••• 1' {1957, P• 206). 
Those that take the position that love is the basis 
for identification, through their emphases on such adjectives 
as strong, normal, good, and consistent, seem most nearly in 
accord with the proposition that the child with an intense, 
neurotic ambivalence toward his parents is not likely to make 
adequate identifications nor form a sound superego. 
Still another view of superego deficiencies in the 
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child who acts-out is offered by Jol1nson and Szurek (1952). 
In arguing that the superego defects in the delinquent are 
specific lacunae, they stress that the parents obtain vi-
carious gratification from the child's misbehaviors. They 
point out, too, that while unconsciously pleased, the parent 
is consciously hostile toward the child for his infractions. 
Writing of the cases they studied, cases in Which both the 
parent and the child were given therapy, they note, 11Paren-
tal vacillations appeared to be critical factors in the 
genesis of specific superego lacunae" (1952, p. 328). In 
this statement, the authors seem unmistakably to have ref-
erence to a neurotic, parental ambivalence but they do not 
use the term nor do they discuss any possible resulting am• 
bivalence in the child. In this respect, they are consist-
ent with so many others in this odd avoidance of the term in 
this particular area of psychopathology. 
In summary, the reviewed discussions of the delin-
quent's superego defects all emphasized a disturbance in 
early, familial, object relationships. There were a few 
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hints that the child's ambivalence toward his parents is an 
important factor and many observations concerning parental 
behavior toward the child that seemed descriptive of a neu-
rotic ambivalence. Explicit use of the term ambivalence, how-
ever, was eschewed. In terms of Aichhorn's comment that the 
n ••• subjective reactions (of the child) are decisive for 
the origin of delinquency11 (1925JJ p. 204) JJ this avoidance 
is viewed as suspect. 
Ambivalence Relative to Depression. Among othersJJ 
Aichhorn (1925), Kurt Eissler (1956), and Kaufman {1955) 
perceive the delinquent act as an attempt to defend against, 
or escapeJJ depression. Reiner and Kaufman express this con-
viction as follows: "Basically, persons with character 
disorders are const~ntly threatened by the anxiety stemming 
from an unresolved depressionn (1959, p. 7). As they see 
it, this is the depressive "nucleus1' of delinquency. 
Kaufman (1955) indicates that parental inconsistency, 
in terms of demands and gratifications, is one way the de-
pression is brought about in the child. Once more, this 
seems to be a covert reference to ambivalence in the parent. 
In this matter, howeverJJ one does not have to be content 
with hints. Nor does one have to draw one's own conclusions 
as to whether or not an implied ambivalence i.n the parent 
suggests a significant ambivalence in the child. 
•' 
Freud (1917) directly states that ambivalence is one 
of the sources of depression. Fenichel is equally explicit. 
Besides noting that, 11The depressed patient is as ambivalent 
toward himself as he is toward objectsn (1945, p. 392), he 
indicates the causal significance of ambivalence to depres-
sion. He reasons that, when one loves and hates the same 
person and feels guilt concerning the hate, the negative side 
of the ambivalence may be turned inward against the self 
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resulting in depression. In a society that knows the ex-
pression, "He bit the hand that fed him,n it might be very 
difficult indeed to find a child whose hate. for a parent 
was not accompanied by guilt. 
With reference to this depressive aspect of the 
child who acts-out then, comments in the literature are 
quite unambiguous in linking an ambivalence in the child 
with his motivation to misbehave. In terms of this research 
it need only be added that the ambivalence referred to is 
assumed ~o be neurotic. 
Ambivalen~ Relative !£Acting-~ ~ Parental ~. 
Beginning with Aichhorn (1925) and continuing in the w~it­
ings of Dorsey (1956), Johnson (1956), Johnson and Szurek 
(1952), and Ruth Eissler (1956·), one finds in the literature 
a number of arguments to the effect that the parent's sanc-
tion, stemming from a more or less unconscious delinquent 
wish, may play an important role in the etiology of acting-
out on the part of the child. 
Dorsey seems to rule out ambivalence as a factor in 
this phenomenon by holding that the parent's contribution 
is either indulgence or intolerance of the behavior. Eissler, 
however, in drawing a parallel between the attitudes of soci• 
ety and of the parents, asserts that the delinquent is not 
only rewarded for the vicarious pleasure he brings but is 
scape_goated in order to reassure others of their own inno-
cence. The writings of Johnson and of Johnson and Szurek 
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follow the same line of thinking. 
Clearly, one may infer a neurotic parental ambiv-
alence as involved in these interactions and, indeed, 
Johnson and Szurek believe the parental vacillations to 
be critically important. Again, however, nothing is said 
regarding ambivalence in the child. In fact, Johnson and 
Szurek imply that the child's reaction is not one of ambiv-
alence but simply hostility toward the parent and himself. 
One can only wonder how such theorists believe ambivalence 
is developed in a child if not by such treatment or, if 
they feel the child to be ambivalent also, why this is dis-
regarded. The subjective reaction of the child seems too 
vital to be ignored. 
/ 
Ambivalence Relative to ~Absence Qt Relationships. 
Writing of the delinquent adolescent, Peck and Bellsmith 
contend that the "• • • actual absence of a relationship 
(with a parent) is more damaging than a relationship per-
ceived by the child as a rejecting oneu (1954, p. 14). 
Despite their use of the word actual, one may wonder if 
these authors are not referring to a relationship of appar-
ent indifference or, possibly, of equal love and hate. It 
seems highly dubious that a child could avoid psychosis un-
der conditions of being reared with no human contacts at all. 
While the point made by these authors does not seem 
to have central significance in the literature reviewed, it 
appears to have a pertinence beyond its implications of ambiv-
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alence. It may be regarded as an example of a not uncommon 
lack of objectivity in object relation perception, to para-
phrase Bergman (1956). It appears not infrequently that 
students of human behavior are tempted to dismiss both en-
during hostile interactions and enduring "indifferent11 in-
teractions as no relationships at all. If relationships 
marked by indifference are actually ambivalent relationships 
where both sides of the ambivalence are at the same level 
of consciousness, the significance of this criticism for an 
investigation of ambivalence is obvious. 
Ambivalence Relative i£Excessive Indulgence. Rela-
tively few authorities stress excessive indulgence, by 
itself, as an etiological factor in acting-out. However, 
Aichhorn (1925) mentions this too as a possibility and 
Pfister (1956) is in agreement. Aicbhorn's notion is that 
excessive love may result in the child's failing to give up 
the pleasure principle. Pfister puts it a little different-
ly, "All of them have received too little genuine love ••• 11 
(1956, p. 40). He believes what they did receive was an ex-
cess of indulgence and a lack of tenderness and kindness. 
Neither man mentions parental ambivalence but, again, 
one may wonder if it isn't present in these cases. An un-
derstanding of the basis of the parent's excessive love and 
indulgence, manifestly neurotic, might well reveal an exces-
sive parental hatred which is defended against by use of 
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reaction formation. In this connection one might consider 
the over-protective mother and school phobias. Truancy 
and the avoidance of school are typical delinquent behav-
iors. 
Ambivalence in Hostiliti ~Rejection. Parental 
hostility toward the child is perhaps the most commonly 
agreed upon etiological factor in delinquency. Led again 
' 
by Aichhorn (1925), who felt that many cases of delinquency 
were caused by excessive parental severity, many authori-
ties stress parental hostility toward the child as of 
primary importance. Among those who seem to agree with 
Aichhorn are Freud (1915), Jenkins (1955), Lippman (1956), 
Anna Freud (1949),· Bender (1953), Bernabeu (1958), Brody . 
(1956), and Parsons (1947). 
Friedlander (1949), along with Redl and Wineman 
(1957), is among the few that discount the significance of 
a purely hostile parental relationship in the genesis of 
acting-out. She stresses, instead, the combination of ex-
cessive gratification and excessive frustrations. Woolf 
(1956) seems to share her position although he is not so 
explicit. 
Pearson (1949) seems to suggest a parental ambiva-
lence in rejection when he comments that some types of behav-
' ior problems are due to rejection disguised as over-protec-
tion. Others explicitly relate parent hostility to the 
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development or continuance of ambivalence in the.child. 
Anna Freud (1949) takes the position that reject-
ing parents not only cause the development of an abnormally 
increased aggressivity in their children but also make a 
fusion of the instincts of love and hate impossible. Thus, 
instinctual ambivalence is continued in the child. Brody 
(1956) insists that the frustration of the infant's attempt 
to express anger leads to an increased ambivalence but holds 
that the ambivalent person cannot be truly aggressive. 
Fenichel states that, 11 ••• as a rule a rrustration provokes 
an ambivalent reaction toward the frustrating person ••• 1' 
.(1945, P• 524). 
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While the views of the latter three authors do 
specifically relate ambivalence to delinquency, via parental 
hostility, the relationships are not of an etiological na-
ture and run counter to the views taken in this investiga-
tion. The instinctual basis of ambivalence, assumed by Anna 
Freud, has already been rejected in terms of this research. 
Brody's belief that the ambivalent person cannot be truly 
aggressive seems manifestly incorrect and Feniche1 1 s general-
ity that frustration provokes ambivalence is likewise felt 
to be in error. It is one of the assumptions of this study 
that love begets love, hate begets hate, and ambivalence be-
gets ambivalence. If Fenichel had intended frustration in a 
context of love, one would not take issue with him. And, in 
general, the significance of hostility on the parent's part 
for the development of ambivalence on the child's part de~ 
pends upon this assumption that parental love is also a part 
of the relationship. It may not be physically possible to 
rear a child on hate alone, with no love. It may be that 
many observers are attending to the figure while overlooking 
the gr?und; such is the contention here. Does one hate 
whom one doesn't love? 
Ambivalence Relative to Ambivalence in Parents ~ 
Society. Parental oscillations, in their treatment of the 
child, between love and hate, gratification and frustration, 
acceptance and rejection, and so on, is another extremely 
common observation noted in the literature on delinquency. 
The term inconsistency is very commonly used, sometimes with 
and sometimes without elaboration. 
Aicbhorn (1925) believed many cases of delinquency 
were caused by parental practice of both excessive love and 
excessive severity. Bagot (1941) and Burt (1925) found that 
the single factor in the background of children which corre~ 
lated most highly wi~h delinquency was defective, inconsist-
ent disciplinee The etiological implications in these 
findings are clear. Fries (1956) felt that the combination 
of motherly love and sadism was most important in understand-
ing a case of delinquency studied by her. Eampl-De Groot 
(1956) lists parental oscillation between excessive severity 
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and spoiling as a major cause of the development of a behav-
ior disordere Moore (1958) cites Don Peter Morris as be-
lieving that the worst prognosis in cases o~ delinquency 
attaches to those cases where there was parental acc~ptance 
one day and parental rejection the next. Palmer (1960), in 
a study. of 51 murderers, found that their fathers tended to 
be weak and passive while their mothers were dominant and 
strict. 
Friedlander, in describing the mother of a delin-
quent, said, 1'She smothered the child with a~fection one 
moment and was very harsh with him when he was tired or when 
he annoyed her" (1949, p. 213) and held this to be causal in 
the boy's acting-out. It was a matter of n. • • constant 
oscillation between too much ~rustration and too much grati-
fication ••• u (1949, p. 214). Kaufman (1955) holds that 
excesses of both indulgence and frustration are capable of 
producing two of what he terms the three basic sources o~ 
the pre-delinquent character. These two sources are trauma 
leading to depression and disturbance in psychosexual devel-
opment leading to polymorphous perverse behavior. The un-
stable and ambivalent mother produces in her child an 
inadequate binding of destructive urges, in the view of Anna 
Freud (1956). In general, according to Makkay (1961), near-
ly every professional worker in the field of delinquency 
finds in the background of these cases an alternation between 
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intense parental love and hate. She concludes that, "It 
appears then that the antisocial 'solution' is favored by 
an early experience, in rapid alternation, of intense 
gratification and equally intense frustration" (1961, p. 
41). 
Ruth Eissler (1956) and Erikson (1956) appear to 
add a further dimension of ambivalence to the formation of 
the delinquent character, the ambivalence of' so,ciety toward 
these unfortunates. Eissler argues that society needs its 
criminals and rewards ·as well as punishes them. Erikson 
uses the term psychosocial moratorium in discussing What ap-
pears to be a societal ambivalence towards responsibility 
and adulthood in youth. He feels thi~ constitutes a sanc-
tion of misbehavior. 
Viewed from this aspect, there seems to be very 
general agreement in the literature that parental ambiva-
lence plays a key role in the genesis of' the acting-out 
behavior problem. It maybe noted, however, that Anna Freud 
was the only authority cited who used-the term ambivalent 
and that none at all remarked on any ensuing ambivalence in 
the child. At this juncture one may be mindful of Aichhorn•s 
(1925) statement that the subjective reaction of' the child is 
decisive in the etiology of' delinquency and of Freud's (1938) 
belief' that ambivalent treatment gives rise to ambivalence. 
Ambivalence in the Child Relative to His Acting-QBi. 
There are a number of authorities who appear to give the 
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child's ambivalence a prominent etiological weighting in 
terms of his acting-out. Some still avoid the use of the 
term ambivalence but others are completely explicit. 
Betta~heim (1955) is the most remote in that he 
stresses what appears to be ambivalence in tbe genesis of 
schizophrenia. This position is of some interest in that a 
number of theorists hold that delinquency is a defense 
against this major mental illness. Jenkins (1955), for ex-
ample, suggests this relationship between delinquency and 
schizophrenia. And, for those who understand delinquency 
to be a quite primitive, oral character disorder, this sug-
gestion may be quite acceptable. Actually, while discussing 
a schizophrenic girl, Betteiheim's reference to ambivalence--
love and dependency as against a wish to destroy others--was 
in the context of an explanation of her stealing and fight-
ing with dangerous weapons. 
Clearer in their references to the child's ambiva-
lence as a causal ractor in his acting-out are Erikson 
(l950b), Kaufman and Heims (1958), Makkay and Schwaab 
(1959), Parsons (1947), Sarbin and Jones (1955), and 
Williams (l958)e Erikson offers the concept of ego diffusion 
to describe the delinquent's uncertainty not only in regard 
to his own self-concept but also in regard to how he is val-
ued by others. The implication of ambivalence here seems 
strong. Kaufman and Heims stress the delinquent's longing 
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for and hostility toward his. parent as the centra~ conflict 
in acting-out. Makkay and Schwaab are in accord, writing 
that "· •• the unconscious conflict of the pre-delinquent 
personality disorder (is) object hunger and object fearn 
(1959, p. 13). Parsons believes one of the major sources 
of aggression is insecurity in interpersonal relations. 
An experimental study by Sarbin and Jones developed evidence 
that the delinquent is made anxious by ambiguous cues and 
tends to react to them more rapidly than does the normal. 
Finally, Willi~s found that 38% of the delinquents, as com-
pared to 4% of the normals, perceived mother as psychologi-
cal~y unknown in an experiment where mothers were rated on 
both love and authority. All of these comments and findings 
seem strongly to indicate that the delinquent is significant-
ly ambivalent toward his environment. 
Explicit in their reference to the child's ambiva-
lence as a causal factor in his acting-out are English and 
Pearson (1945), Fenichel (1945), the Gluecks (1952), and 
Hendrick (1958). English and Pearson write, urn the cases 
we have seen the conflict (underlying school behavior prob-
lems) resulted from an undue attachment to the parent of the 
opposite sex and an inability to solve adequately the result-
ant ambivalence to the parent of the same sex" (19L~5, P• 298). 
Fenichel believes that unconscious ambivalence can produce 
an inhibition of social amenities. The Gluecks feel that 
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ambivalence to authority is a significant factor in delin-
quency. And Hendrick has this connnent: 
Among men ambivalence is equally decisive. Often 
an adolescent youth must express this repressed de-
sire to hurt a father, or another older man whom he 
consciously loves and strives to please, by rebel-
lious behavior beyond his conscious control; he may 
express it by smoking forbidden cigarettes, by failure 
in his work, by delinquency and crime, and yet be 
quite unconscious of why he needs to cause such 
trouble (1958, P• 32). 
Of the authors reviewed, only two seemed quite ex-
pressly in opposition to the position that ambivalence in 
the child promotes his acting-out. The two are Brody (1956) 
and Redl and Wineman (1957). Brody asserts that ambivalence 
leads to a state of helplessness and that the only hostility 
that can ensue is pseudo-aggression. Redl and Wineman see 
the delinquent as ''• •• a helpless bundle of aggressive 
drives'" (1957, P• 22) and argue that aggression from the 
negative side of his ambivalence is only a secondary phe-
nomen on. 
Brody's position may be reconciled with those of 
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the others who see ambivalence as an important variable in 
delinquency. Brody's position may be examined from the stand-
point of the nature of the ambivalence to which he refers. 
Perhaps he is correct and not in conflict with the others 
cited if he has reference to one ambivalence while they refer 
to another. For example, if Brody has in mind a fused am-
bivalence of relatively equal degrees of love and hate while 
the others are writing of an unfused ambivalence, the appar-
ent conflict disappears. With respect to the line of 
thought of Redl and Wineman, one can only wonder how it is 
that they can discriminate between hostility from aggres-
sive drives and hostility from the negative side of an am-
bivalence. 
In any event, one can find in the literature strong 
support for the hypothesis that ambivalence in the child is 
intimately bound up with the etiology of his acting-out. 
It seems equally clear, however, that the simple use of the 
term ambivalence is inadequate. Yfhether or not the ambiva-
lence is normal or neurotic, fused or unfused, and its af-
fects of equal or unequal intensity are all issues that 
require resolution and identification. 
Ambivalence in Neurotic Behavior Problems 
According to Jenkins (1955), there are few if any 
neurotic delinquents. He bases this opinion on'the under• 
standing that the term neurotic connotes too high a degree 
of inhibition, a sense of duty, introjected standards, and 
superego controls. Nevertheless, as Bernabeu points out, 
delinquent acts n ••• may be a manifestation of every kind 
of psychopathologyn (1958, p. 383). Certainly those who have 
worked in school settings are familiar with behavior problems 
in neurotic children of all ages, children who later 11 grow" 
out of these problems as delinquents never seem to do. 
Makkay (1961) seems to express the general view of 
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the neurotic behavior problem--delinquent prone, as she 
terms them-~in writing that the delinquent act o~ this type 
o~ child is in ~eaction to crises o~ various kinds. She 
maintains that these children have no narcissistic core 
problem. In a paper on the di~~erential diagnosis between 
the delinquent and the delinquent prone, .she and .Schwaab 
(1959) hold that, unlike the true delinquent, the delin-
quent prone does not su~~er arrests in ego development and 
does not have an intense object hunger$ 
Lampl-De Groot (1956) seems to agree with respect to 
the point regarding object hunger in a distinction between' 
delinquents and neurotics in general. She notes that, while 
the delinquent gives up objects for pleasure, the neurotic 
gives up pleasure ~or objects. She also believes that the 
neurotic has the stronger ego and superego. 
Fr~edlander (1945) makes the interesting observation 
that while the neurotic has a strong conscience, based on 
consistent mothering in terms o~ grati~ications and ~rustra­
tions, his aggressions can be more intense than those o~ the 
delinquent. 
These various comments on the neurotic behavior 
problems appear to have implications ~or ambivalence in both 
the parent and the child but they are not developed. Other 
authorities speak directly to ambivalence in this connection$ 
Fenichel (1953-54), in discussing ambivalence in the 
compulsion neuroses, suggests that the disorder is preponder~ 
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antly a disease of aggression. Here the implication is that 
the ambivalence is of the nature of low love-high hate. 
Freud (1936) agrees that ambivalence plays a large role in 
the compulsion neuroses. Korin, Tarachow, and Friedman 
(1957), in a study of the relationship of ambivalence to 
aggression in psychoneurotic patients, obtained results sug-
gestive of a strong relationship between ambivalence and 
the perception of hostile themes on the Thematic Apperception 
Test. They too understand that 1' ••• the central problem 
may be interpreted as one of unresolved aggression" (1957, 
p. 10). The type of ambivalence with which they were deal-
ing was, however, unspecified. 
In another study of ambivalence, these same three 
investigators (1958) obtained evidence that high ambivalence 
in neurotic patients is significantly correlated with a bet-
ter contact with r.eality in some areas, with better contact 
with one's own inner life, and with a heightened imagery and 
creativity. Again, the type of ambivalence was unspecified 
but here one might assume that perhaps they were dealing 
with a normal, rather than neurotic, ambivalence. 
Sarbin and Jones (1955) hold that one of the charac-
teristics of the neurotic delinquent is that his hostility 
is directed to relatively specific objects. This comment 
seems suggestive either of a normal ambivalence or of an am-
bivalence formed at a higher level of development when the 
child was able to make better discriminations between objects. 
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Or, again, perhaps the ambivalence to Which they refer is 
one in which the hostile affect predominates. This inter-
pretation seems reasonable if it is true that such an 
ambivalence is more amenable to control by both the subject 
and the object than is an ambivalence of more equally bal-
anced affects. 
In view or the fact that acting-out occurs in all 
neuroses, it is clear that the neurotic behavior problems 
constitute an omnibus collection of dynamics and it is un-
derstandable why it is difficult to offer a single etiologi-
cal formulation to comprehend them all. None the less, the 
trend o£ the thinking expressed in the literature cited is 
towards the notion that the neurotic behavior problem is 
related to an ambivalence that is predominantly hostile. 
Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter the terms acting-out and ambivalence 
have been discussed both in terms of how they are defined in 
the literature and in terms of their interrelationships as 
understood by various authorities. 
The terms acting-out and delinquent, synonymous for 
the purposes of this research, are freely used in the liter-
ature and with a high consistency of meaning. In general, 
these two terms are used with a rather simple behavioral 
re£erent, misbehavior or anti-social behavior. A distinction 
is usually made between chronic and occasional misbehavior. 
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The £ormer may be termed acting-out or delinquency while 
the latter may be referred to as a neurotic behavior prob-
lem. 
The term ambivalence appears to be a much more com-
plex concept. It is a term familiar to everyone and in 
wide usage but at the same time, in discussions of delin-
quency, it appears frequently to be missing. Beyond this, 
when the term is used in such discussion it seems to be used 
conflictingly by various authorities. It was suggested that 
these avoidances and conflicts were a result of at least 
three major factors; psychoanalytic instinct theory, the 
universality of mixed feelings for all objects, and a lack 
of refinement and development of definition. 
Despite such limitations, ambivalence is generally 
regarded as a very important dynamic concept. There seems 
to be wide agreement that the parents of delinquents are 
highly ambivalent toward these children; There is also con-
siderable apparent agreement that the delinquent himself is 
highly ambivalent• There is lesser, but still impressive, 
agreement that the delinquent's ambivalence plays a signif-
icant role in the etiology of his disorder. A number of 
authorities conceive of an ambivalence in which the hate 
predominates as central in the etiology of the neurotic be-
havior problem. 
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CHAPTER III 
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES 
This investigation is concerned with neurotic ambiv• 
alence as one factor within the child that contributes to 
his tendency to act-out. It is not considered as pathogno-
monic of delinquency. 
The delinquent forms a neurotic ambivalence in re• 
action to traumatic, ambivalent behavior towards him on the 
part of his parents or parent substitutes. This pathogenic 
parental behavior may be epitomized by the following proto-
typic behavior sequence: 1. The child pursues impulse 
-gratification; 2. The parent criticizes but doe~ not control; 
3. The child continues as before but with anxiety; 4. The 
parent continues as before but with anxiety; 5. The interac-
tion is· continued with mounting anxiety in both the parent 
and the child; 6. The child achieves impulse gratification; 
1. The parent loses control and is brutal to the child; 
8. The child's anxiety reaches a peak; 9. The parent, feel-
ing guilty, undoes the punishment and rewards the child to 
atone; and 10. The child's anxiety is relieved. 
As a result of this traumatic interaction the child 
learns that impulse gratification may be pursued despite ob-
jections. He also learns that anxiety may be relieved and 
pleasure obtained by enraging adults, by provoking punitive 
excesses, and by receiving gifts of atonement and reconcilia-
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tion. Above all he develops neurotic ambivalence toward the 
parent involved. This ambivalence is designated as neurotic 
because both its love and its hate are associated with anxi-
ety. 
De~initions o~ a~~ects: 
A positive neurotic a~~ect is de~ined as a love 
or liking associated with anxiety. 
A negative.neurotic a~fect is defined as a hate 
or disliking associated with anxiety. 
A neurotic ambivalence is defined as the coex-
istence within a subject of both neurotic love 
and neurotic hate for ~e same object. 
In the neurotic ambivalence exemplified both the love and 
the hate are intense. Thus it is an intense, neurotic am• 
bivalence. Furthermore, the two affects are considered 
to be'relatively equal in intensity. Were this not so the 
parent-child behavior sequence leading to the formation of 
the ambivalence would tend to break down. Therefore, this 
particular ambivalence may be fully described as an equal, 
intense, neurotic ambivalence. 
Since neurotic affects tend to be displaced onto 
others than the original objects, the delinquent is in a 
particularly upsetting situation When faced with psycho-
logically unknown adults. 
Psychologically unknown adults are defined as adults 
whose power and disposition with regard to the sub-ject are unknown to the subject. 
Because of the human tendency to expect from others the same 
affects one feels toward them, the delinquent is tormented 
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with the uncertainty as to whether the adult will turn out 
to be a much longed ~or nurturant figure or whether he 
will prove to be a highly threatening hostile figure. He 
is, there~ore, highly motivated to test-out as 6~ten and as 
intensively as necessary clearly to establish the adult as 
either nfriendn or "~oe." In this testing-out the acting-
out child displays both sides o~ his neurotic ambivalence 
toward the adult. 
The adult, to maintain his composure in the face of 
this erratic behavior of the child, needs either to be in a 
position such that his digini ty is we 11 protected or to be 
an extraordinarily healthy individual. It is particularly 
dif~icult for those adults, such as teachers and therapists, 
who are in prolonged contact with the child and who are re-
quired to be especially concerned and ~air with him. Usual-
ly, the adult's own ambivalences are thoroughly aroused and 
he may find himself re-enacting the parent's role, excessive-
ly indulging and excessively ~rustrating the child. 
Almost inevitably, however, the child feels badly 
treated and the negative side of his ambivalence more and 
more predominates the relationship. His dependency or love 
needs simply cannot be met to his satisfaction. His hos-
tilities sooner or later provoke punitive measures which are 
allowed to stand unregretted and unatoned for by the adult. 
This latter event, the unatoned-for punishment, constitutes 
a particular affront to the delinquent. According to his 
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previous experience at home, and frequently reinforced for 
a time by such other adults as teachers, the police, and 
the courts, misbehavior resulted eventually in an undoing 
of the punishment, atoning rewards, and reconciliation. As 
a result of expecting, probably more or less unconsciously, 
the same treatment at the hands of other adults, this child 
is particularly incensed and indignant in regard to appro-
priate disciplinary measures that are enforced without apol-
ogy or mitigation. This reaction baffles and irritates many 
adults who have the occasion to observe it. 
When the negative side of the ambivalence dominates 
the child's relationship with an adult it is far more trouble-
some to him than is a comparable hostile, neurotic affect in 
an unambivalent child. The now more or less unconscious posi-
tive side of the ambivalence will not allow him to leave the 
hated object alone. Whereas the unambivalent child with an 
intense, hostile, neurotic affect can avoid hated objects, 
the delinquent is drawn to them and the number of his hostile 
contacts thusly increased. 
The affects of the delinquent's neurotic ambivalence 
are not fused and there is no amelioration of his aggressivi-
ties by his positive affects. Rather, his two neurotic af-
fects tend to operate on a mutually exclusive basis. These 
function in a manner analogous to an equally weighted balance, 
where a slight additional weight on either side tips the bar 
completely. In the terms of this analogy, the low end of the 
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unbalancedbar represents the position of consciousness for 
the affect while the upper end represents the position 
where th~t affect is in the unconscious. 
To the extent that an identification and stability 
of interpersonal relationships is of pre-eminent importance 
in the everyday functioning of human beings, the acute 
lability of the delinquent's neurotic ambivalence tends to 
have secondary consequences of a severely detrimental na-
ture. If he is constantly absorbed in crucial interpersonal 
relationship problems, activities of lesser importance such 
as learning and working may have to be totally neglected ex-
cept as incidental means to the shifting ends. 
The lability of the delinquent's affect, understood 
to be a·runction -of the equality of affect within the neu-
rotic ambivalence and its action on other human beings, is 
of particular significance in childhood. In this age range, 
he is typically forgiven, offered further chances, the sub-
ject of drastic but empty threats, considered redeemable, 
protected from acquiring a court record, and so on. At the 
same time, he provokes acute hostility in others, is criti-
cized, scorned, and rejected, faced with failure after 
failure, and is given up on by an increasing number of people. 
In short, he meets with ambivalence toward himself not only'' 
from other individuals but also from society at large. This 
ambivalence directed toward the delinquent is highly provoca-
tive to him. Later, as he becomes older, the attitudes of 
others become more cons·istently negative toward him and his 
adjustment tends to stabilize around the negative side of 
his ambivalence. Thus, some of the differences between the 
juvenile and adult delinquent may be explained. 
When the positive side of the delinquent's neurotic 
ambivalence dominates his relationship with another person, 
that relationship is also intense. Loyalties are fierce, 
sacrifices and generosity extreme, and his feelings of love 
are very real and strong. Unfortunately, the expectations 
of and demands upon the love objects of the delinquent are 
usually so excessive as to lead to an inevitable series of 
disappointments and frustrations that in turn produce the 
dominance of the boy's hostile affect. The demands and ex-
pectations are particularly excessive with regard to adults 
and girl friends. Relationships with these~objects are 
turbulent while they last but are seldom enduring and typ-
ically end on a note of high hostility. 
Demands on other boys are less excessive in range 
and more easily capable of sustained gratification. These 
demands seem chiefly to be companionship and loyalty. In 
the meeting of these demands lies the basis for the forma-
tion and perpetuation of the gang. Such relationships, 
vulnerable as ther are to the negative side of the delin-
quent's neurotic ambivalence, are the most stable ones he 
has. To the extent that they constitute the only stable 
and positive relationships in his life, it is small wonder 
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that he clings to them doggedly. 
In this theorized relationship between a child's 
neurotic ambivalence toward his parents and his tendency 
to act~out, the concept o~ displacement o~ a~~ect is cen-
tral. Were it not ~or such displacement only the child's 
relationship with his basic parent ~igures would be patho-
logical. His relationships with other adults would be 
based on normal love and hate according to their reality 
natures and a simple removal o~ the child from his parents' 
custody would su~~ice to correct his relationships. The 
~act that change in custody has been tried so o~ten and 
~ailed so regularly is evidence that displacement o~ a~~ect 
does indeed take place. 
For the purposes o~ this study, "displacement" means 
the association, within a subject's conscious or unconscious 
mind, o~ a neurotic a£~ect with a representation o~ a per-
son other than the original object o~ that a~~ect. 
With re~erence to the ~oregoing discussion and as a 
basis ~or ~urther develop~nt o~ theory and hypotheses, cer-
tain assumptions are made. 
Axiom 1: Neurotic a~~ects toward parent ~igures 
are displaced onto other human objects. 
Corollary 1: The stronger the neuro~ic a~­
~ect toward a parent ~igure, the stronger 
the same a~~ect will be when displaced onto 
another human object. 
Axiom 2: The particular neurotic conscioU§ affect 
is determined by the affective disposition-." of the 
subject toward an object. 
Corollary 2a: If the subject is neutrally 
disposed toward a particular object then, 
depending upon the subject's internal con-
dition, either neurotic affect will be in 
his conscious mind. 
Corollary 2b: If the subject is positively 
disposed toward an object the positive neu-
rotic a~fect only will be in the subject~s 
conscious mind. 
Corollary 2c: If the subject is negatively 
disposed toward an object the negative neu-
rotic affect only will be in the subject's 
conscious mind. 
~~The affective disposition of a subject to-
ward an object is defined as the subject's 
perception of the object's feeling toward 
the subject. 
Axiom 3: Human objects; perceived by the subject 
as psychologically unknown as to power and dis-
position toward the subject, are equivalent to 
one and the same object in terms of the displace-
ment of neurotic affects by the subject~ 
Axiom 4: A subject's normal love and hate for 
an object can be pased only upon the power and 
dispos~tion of the object toward the subject. 
Corollary 4: When a subject is in igno-
rance of an object's power and disposition 
toward him, his .love and/or hate for the 
object is pathological or neurotic. 
With the underatanding that the delinquent has an equal, 
intense, neurotic ambivalence toward his parents and on the 
basis of the foregoing definitions and axioms, the follow-
ing syllogisms may be stated: 
Major premise 1: Persons with neurotic affects to-
ward parent figures will have the same neurotic af-
fects toward other adults. 
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Minor premise 1: Delinquents have an equal, in-
tense, neurotic ambivalence toward their parent 
figures. 
Conclusion: Delinquents have an equal, intense, 
neurotic ambivalence toward adults other than 
their parent figures. 
Inasmuch as delinquent acts occur as a mani~estation 
of every type of psychopathology, the term neurotic behavior 
problem covers a wide range of disorders and no single, com-
prehensive characterization of them is possible. As dis-
.tinguished from the delinquent in objective terms, the 
neurotic behavior problem child may only be said to act-out 
. 
les·s fl;'equently and less consistently over his total life 
gpan. .With respect to neurotic affect toward parent figures, 
-
however, it is assumed that the neurotic behavior problem 
child feels chiefly an intense hostile or negative affect. 
He may also have a low intensity, positive, ·neurotic affect 
tow~rd his parents but this is considered to be relat~vely 
negligible. Hence, 'he may be described as havin~ toward his 
parents an intense, negative, neurotic ambivalence •. · 
This child has an identification of, and a. stability 
in, ·his relationships with other peop·le which, however un-
pleasant, is more tolerable than a state of unce~tainty and 
fluctuation. He has no need to test out. Similarly, others 
have an identification of this child which is consistent. 
They may regard him as sick or simply an unfriendly, hostile 
' 
person but they· can adjust fairly calmly and consistently to-
ward him. Against the child's continual hostile pressure· 
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they are able to exert a more or le~s continual and force-
ful control pressure& There tends to be neither unfairness 
nor laxity from authorities. These adults can feel that 
they are being reasonable toward him and the child can un-
derstand and accept their reactions. He is not provoked by 
this treatment. He tends to control himself except for 
occasional, provoked, outbursts of open hostility. 
Major premise 2: Persons with neurotic affects 
toward parent figures will have the same neurotic 
affects toward other adults. 
Minor premise 2: Neurotic behavior problems 
have an intense, hostile or negative, neurotic 
ambivalence toward their parent figures. 
Conclusion! Neurotic behavior problems have an 
intense, hostile or negative, neurotic ambiva-
lence toward adults other than their parent 
figures& 
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Some children over-conform and are highly controlled 
in an apparent irrational effort to avoid antagonizing adult 
authority figures at all costs. These children may be termed 
over-compliant. While the investigator has had little clin-
ical experience with these children, it appears a priori 
that they have an intense, loving or positive, neurotic af-
- , 
feet toward their parent figures. Allowing for some hostile, 
neurotic affect toward their parent figures, the over-
compliant children are assumed to have an intense, loving or 
positive, neurotic ambivalence toward them. 
If such be the case, then the over-compliant also has 
an identification of, and stability in, his relationships with 
adults in general. Far from having a need to test the lim-
its, the over-compliant is highly motivated to conform at 
all times. Then too, most adults and authority figures are 
apt to welcome and reward this kind of relationship, if not 
as evidence of good health, then at least as a welcome re-
lief from the strains incurred in dealing with other types 
of children& 
Major premise 3: Persons with neurotic affects 
toward parent figures will have the same neurotic 
affects toward other adults. 
Minor premise 3: Over-compliant children have an 
intense, loving or positive, neurotic ambivalence 
toward their parent figures. 
Conclusion: Over-compliant children have an in-
tense, loving or positive, neurotic ambivalence 
toward adults other than their parent figures. 
Normal or healthy children are presumed to have low 
intensity, if any, neurotic affects toward their parent fig-
ures. They may be said, therefore, to have a low intensity, 
neurotic ambivalence toward them. These children relate to 
others in terms of their reality characteristics and in 
terms of normal, rather than neurotic, affects. They may 
misbehave mildly from time to time in reaGtion to such events 
as the arbitrary exercise of authority but they constitute 
no real problem to adults and society. They know where they 
stand in ~heir relationships wnich are highly stable. In 
dealing with them, adults tend to be calm, appreciative, and 
consistent. 
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Major premise 4: Persons with neurotic affects 
toward parent figures will have the same neurotic 
affects toward other adults. 
Minor premise 4: Normals have low intensity, 
neuroti~ affects toward their parent figures. 
Conclusion: Normals have low intensity, neurotic 
affects toward adults other than their parent 
figures. 
The foregoing syllogisms may be recast in the for.m 
of the following general hypotheses, the first of which is 
the major hypothesis of this investigation. The latter 
three, for methodological reasons, are minor. 
Hl: There is a greater proportion of equal, in-
tense, neurotic ambivalence toward adults 
other than their parent figures in acting-out 
or delinquent children than in neurotic be-
havior problems, over-compliants, and normals. 
~ 
H2: There is a greater proportion of hostile or 
negative, neurotic ambivalence toward adults 
other than their parent figures in neurotic 
behavior problems than in delinquents, over-
compliants, and normals. 
H3: There is a greater proportion of loving or 
positive, neurotic ambivalence toward adults 
other than their parent figures in over-
compliants than in delinquents, neurotic be-
havior problems, and normal~. 
H4: There is a greater proportion of low intensity 
neurotic affects toward adults other than their 
parent figures in normals than in delinquents, 
neurotic behavior problems, and over-compliants. 
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CHAPTER IV 
1VJETHODS AND ~ROCEDURE 
The operational definitions of the terms of the 
general hypotheses are a direct function of two instruments 
developed for this investigation. A behavior rating scale 
was used to identify four sub•groups from a general popula-
tion while a picture test was used to obtain data f.rom each 
subject regarding his affects toward non-parent adults. 
Originally it had been p;t,anned to make us·e of teacher com-
ments, in the school cumulative record of each child, to 
assist in the categorization of the four sub-groups. These 
comments were obtained and recorded but discarded from the 
invastigation because it was found that they were far from 
candid and complete. Some subjects, transfers from out of 
the city in which the research was performed, had comments 
for only two years as against other subjects who had com-
ments for ten years, kindergarten through the ninth grade. 
Some comments contained no mention of such gross misbehaviors 
as theft and assault on a teacher in cases where such acting-
out was a matter of the personal knowledge of the investiga-
tor. 
The Behavior Rating Scale 
As presented in Appendix A, the scale was a 20 item, 
multiple choice instrument with 4 responses for each item. 
The items were designed to elicit information on the frequency 
of misbehavior. the typical object of the misbehaviors, the 
presence or absence of provocation to the misbehaviors, the 
typical mood during misbehavior and so on. 
For each item, one response was descriptive of the 
child who acts-out, one of the neurotic behavior problem, 
one of the normal, and one of the over-compliant. The nu-
merical scores assigned to these response categories were 
4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively. The scoring key is presented 
in Appendix B. 
Weights for the items of this rating scale were 
developed from data from a pre-test study. Forty boys, 
comparable to the experimental subjec~s but from schools 
other than the experimental school. were rated and the data 
subjected to a multiple regression procedure. On personal 
knowledge and school records, guidance counselors selected 
20 boys as well~behaved and 20 as persistent behavior prob-
lems. The weights and a constant thus obtained are presented 
in Appendix B. The application of weights so derived, it 
should be noted, obscured the four c~tegory potential of the 
scale as originally designed. The weighted scale became es• 
sentially a two category scale of acting-out as against non-
actingeout, dependent. of course, on the establishment of a 
cutoff point. The procedure for computing weighted from raw 
scores is also presented in Appendix B. The total raw score 
was obtained by a simple summation of the scores for each 
item. 
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As used with four raters per subject, the total 
scores of the unweighted scale have a low possible at 80 
and a possible high of 320, with a range of 240 points. 
The weighted scale has a possible low at -80, five ite~ 
have a negative weig~t and the constant is negative, and a 
possible high at 177, with a range of 257 points. 
The reliability of the rating scale was examined in 
terms of the rate~rerate data from 41 boys from a school 
other than the experimental school. Rate•rerate rank order 
correlation by the same teacher on these boys, comparable 
to the experimental subjects, was .89. The rating interval 
was from two to three weeks. Ratings of the same subject 
by different teachers were not equivalent, presumably a re-
flection of differences in the personalities between teachers. 
Because of this apparent teacher-rater variability, it was 
deemed advisable to have each subject in the experimental 
sample rated by four teachers, the maximum number of prin-
cipal teachers a given subject could be expected to have. 
Thus, it was anticipated, the mean of these ratings would 
yield a more stable and valid measure. 
The validity of the rating scale is demonstrated by 
both the face validity of the items and its predictive valid• 
ity in ~ts pre-tes.t application. The classifications of the 
responses of the final form were based on the clinical experi-
ence of the investigator supported by the judgments of a 
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quali~ied group o~ psychiatrists, psychologists, and social 
workers. 
The division o~ the rating scale into the ~our cate-
gories posed a special problem since it was decided not to 
undertake to obtain weightings for categories other than the 
acting-out. This decision reflected the di~ficulties in ob-
jective differentiation between the other three categories. 
The weighted scale could not be used for this purpose since 
the weights had reference only to the issue of acting-out 
versus non-acting-out. Hence, one had to regard it as either 
a continuous scale of the tendency to act-out or as a two 
category scale of acting-out and non-acting-out. The nature 
of the construction of the scale ruled out the use of the 
weighted scale as a continuous scale. It was built around 
four categories, not one. On the basis of this reasoning the 
weighted scale was used only to identify the acting-out group. 
Since the use of the weighted scale as a two cate-
gory instrument involved the determination of a point of 
division, the choice of a cutoff point was necessary. The 
point chosen was 86 in that 86.02 was the lowest weighted 
score in the acting-out group, of the pre-test study. The 
highest acting-out score in this group was 115.45. All sub-
jects who scored 86 or above on the weighted scale were 
assigned to the acting-out group regardless of other consid-
e~ations. All subjects who scored less than 86 on the 
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weighted scale were considered to be in one of the other 
three categories. 
The basic division of the rating scale was made on 
the unweighted scores. The unweighted scale is an extension 
of the basic, equal interval, l - 2 - 3 - 4 scoring system 
in which there is no score below 1.00 and no score above 
4.00. In this scale of three equal intervals the most logi-
cal and equable, if arbitrary, division is in thvee equal 
parts with categorical demarcations half way between each 
two adjoining points. Therefore, it was determine·d that the 
obtained range on the unweighted scale would be subdivided 
into the four categories in this way. 
The Subjects 
The subjects for this investigation were drawn from 
the eighth grade of a junior high school, of about 900 pupils, 
in a suburban community adjacent to Boston •. There were abGut 
300 students in each grade., di vide¢1. roughly half and half 
between boys and girls. ·Not counting the few boys who were 
absent on the day the picture test was given to their class, 
a.ll of the eighth grade boys were included in the experimental 
sample. This totalled l46 subjects. 
On the basis of their rating scale scores the sub-
jects' were categorized as follows: 
Over-compliants (119 to 145 inclusive): 24 subjects. 
NoP.mals (146 to 198 inclusive): 73 subjects. 
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Neurotic behavior problems (199 to 251 in-
clusive): 35 subjectso 
Acting-ou~ (252 to 278 inclusive): 8 subjects. 
The total N in this categorization scheme was ~0, six sub-
jects having been eliminated because of unscorable data. 
Five marked all twenty ratings identically at the lowest 
point on the scale while the sixth omitted nine out of the 
twenty ratings. 
In line with the preceding discussion of the charac-
teristics of the weighted and unwe~ghted rating scales, the. 
weighted scores of 86 and above were placed in the acting-out 
category irrespective of their corresponding unweighted 
s.cores. This resulted in the shift of three cases between 
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the neurotic behavior problem and acting-out categories. One 
case, ranking 5th on the unweighted and 11th on the weighted 
scores, was placed in the neurotic behavior problem category. 
Two other cases, ranking 8th and 11th on the unweighted scores, 
but 5th and 7th on the weighted scores, were therefore placed 
in the acting-out category. 
The categorization scheme, arbitrary except for its 
definition of the acting-out group, fit the obtained data 
quite reasonably. The midpoint of the normal category coin-
cided with the obtained, unweighted median score of 171. The 
obtained, unweighted mean score of 181 fell within the normal 
category. The average of the unweighted, total scores of 
those cases which received the greatest number of flln rat-
. . 
ings, the high ten in this category~ fell close to the mid-
point of the over-compliant range. This average score was 
132.6 wbile the over-compliant midrange point was set at 
131. Corresponding results were obtained with regard to both 
the normal and neurotic behavior problem midrange points. 
The average of the unweighted~ total scores of the ten cases 
rated "~" most frequently was 255.9 which is within the act-
ing-out r~ge but about 10 points below the midpoint. This 
latter deviation was regarded as negligible~ however~ in the 
light of the fact that membership in the acting-out category 
was determined by the weighted scores. It may be noted also 
that 6 of the 8 cases within the acting-out category would 
have been. located there on the basis of the unweighted score 
categorization alone. Incidental to the categorization of 
the acting-out children is the fact that the cut-off point 
of 86 on the weighted scale is just below the point of 2 
standard deviations above the mean for that scale. The mean 
was 25.929 and the standard deviation 30.482. 
The Picture Test·of Ambivalence 
The materials ot this test, reproduced in Appendix 
c, consist of 10 cards with a pair of adult faces drawn on 
each card, a blank card of the same size, a smaller card 
representing a portion of the answer sheet, answer sheets, 
and verbatim instructions for administration. It was de-
signed for group administration and takes about 30 minutes 
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to complete. It may also, however, be administered individ~ 
ually. 
The ten picture cards and the blank card measure 
approximately 15 inches high by 25 inches wide. They are 
·made of heavy cardboard with a flat, White facing. The 
card representing a portion of the answer sheet is made of 
the same material, with the dimensions 15 inches high by 5 
inches wide. The answer sheets were 8~ by 11 inches, of 
ordinary mimeograph paper. 
On five of the picture cards are pairs of black ink 
sketches of the heads and faces of men. On the other five 
picture cards are similar sketches of the heads and faces of 
pairs of women. In each of the lower corners of each card 
is an identification number for the face next to it. These 
numbers are about 1~ inches high and in the same black ink. 
The ink sketches were done by an artist from pic-
tures clipped from magazines and catalogs. In the selection 
of the pictures to be copied several criteria were employed. 
Adulthood had to be portrayed clearly; facial expressions 
could not be extreme; and no sign or symbol of power or status 
could show. These sketches were to represent to the subjects 
adults who were psychologically unknown to them with respect 
to power and disposition, favorable or unfavorableo 
On the basis of the theory presented in the preced-
ing chapter, it was assumed that subjects responding to these 
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pictures with positive or negative affect on any other basis 
than aesthetics would be responding with neurotic affects 
An effort was made in the directions read to the subj~cts to 
eliminate aesthetics from their consideration of these fig-
ures. 
The directions, which appear in Appendix C, read to 
the subjects by the teacher administering the test called 
for the subjects to choose between the two adults on the 
particular card exposed to them at the ~oment. Presented in 
the guise of an experi~nt to determine or investigate the 
influence of candidates' pictures on the voting public, the 
test called for the subjects to choose which adult they were 
"f'or11 and which 11 against.u The subjects were then to write 
the numbers of the faces on their answer sheets, one number 
under the word nLIKE" and the other under the word nDISLIKE. 11 
The subject's response to the card was completed by marking, 
on separate scales above each identification number, the de-
gree to which he liked the adult he was "for" and the degree 
he disliked t~e adult he was "against." These scales on the 
answer sheets consisted of 15 dots, evenly spaced, in a ver-
tical column. At the bottom of the two columns for each 
picture were the words 11very little" and at the top the words 
11very muchn so that the higher the dot marked the higher the 
degree of affect registered. The series of ten cards was 
presented one card at a time, starting with a male card and 
alternating between male and female cards throughout the series. 
The teacher chosen to administer the test was the 
subjects' regular social studies teacher. She read the 
directions, demonstrated the procedure with the blank card 
and the scoring sample card, and issued the answer sheets. 
The raw data yielded by the picture test consisted 
of twenty scores per subject. There were five 11 liken scores 
and five ndislike" scores for men and five "like 11 scores and 
five "dislike" scores for women. The score was simply the 
number of the dot on the answer sheet circled, counting from 
the bottom up with the lowest dot counted as one. These raw 
scores ranged, therefore, from 1 to 15 inclusive. 
The second step of the scoring procedure was to 
average each set of five scores, resulting in an average like 
score and an average dislike score for each sex. These four 
intermediate scores then were combined in various ways to 
produce final scores. 
The degree of neurotic affect felt toward adults 
other than parent figures was defined as the sum of the four 
intermediate scores. This follows from Axiom 4. 
The degree of neurotic ambivalence was defined as a 
function of the two intermediate scores for each sex. This 
follows from Axiom 3. Three types of neurotic ambivalence 
may be determined--equal, positive, and negative. 
The degree of equal, neurotic ambivalence was defined 
by the following formula: 
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LI~is the lower ~ntermediate score ~or men, 
14 is the maximum obtainable di~~erence per sex, 
~ is the absolute male like - dislike score, 
LISf is the lower intermediate score ~or women, 
df is the abso~ute ~emale like - dislike score. 
The formula for the degree of equal, neurotic ambivalence is 
thus basically composed of two factors, an intensity factor 
(LIS) and an equality factor (14 - d). Either the lower in-
termediate score or the higher one would have served as well 
for the intensity factor since the difference between the two 
scores was accoupted for by the equality factor. The lower 
intermediate score was selected purely in the interests of 
keeping down the size of the numbers to be handled. 
The equality factor increased the ambivalency score 
directly as equality between the two intermediate scores was 
approached. 
Negative neurotic ambivalence was defined as the con-
dition where the intermediate dislike score exceeded the in-
termediate like score for a given sex. The degree of nega-
tive, neurotic ambivalence was defined as the difference be-
tween the two intermediate scores for a given sex when the 
negative score exceeded the positive score. 
Positive neurotic ambivalence was defined as the 
condition where the intermediate like score exceeded the 
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intermediate dislike score for a given sex. ~he degree of 
positive, neurotic ambivalence was defined as the difference 
between the two intermediate scores for a given sex when the 
positive score exceeded the negative score. 
The pre-testing of the picture test was concerned 
solely with the equal neurotic ambivalency score in terms of 
its relation to its power to discriminate between the acting-
out child and all others. Test-retest rank order correla-
tions, for the equal, neurotic ambivalence scores, and for 
all the intermediate scores, ranged from .44 to .83 and each 
was at or below the .05 level of significance. This pre-
testing was done on subjects, comparable to the experimental, 
in another junior high school in the same city. Forty sub-
jects were included in this reliability check. 
In the same school used for the reliability study, 
39 subjects formed the group used for an examination of the 
validity of the picture test. An exhaustive and detailed 
study of the case histories of these boys led to ~heir divi-
t 
sion into one group of 8 acting-out and one group of 31 non-
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acting-out. The picture test was then administered to these 
subjects. It proved successful in iaentifying 6 of the 8 
acting-out subjects. A test of the signifieance of this re-
sult produced a corrected chi square of 5.36 with a correspond-
ing probability of less than .025. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The genera~ hypotheses stated in Chapter III may 
now be rephrased in operational terms, the results outlined 
and the conclusions drawn. 
Ho, 1: The proportion of the acting-out group 
scoring above the ENA median on the pic• 
ture test is equal to the proportions of 
the neurotic behavior problem group, the 
normal group, and the over-compliant 
group scoring above the ENA median on the 
picture test. 
Hl, 1: The null hypothesis is tested against that 
class of alternatives which states that 
the proportion of the actingQout group 
scoring above ENA median on the picture 
test is greater than the proportions of 
each of the other three groups. 
The median ENA (equal, neurotic ambivalence) score 
for the 140 cases in the final experimental sample was 84.50. 
Table 1 presents t~e number of cases in each group above and 
below this median score. The over-all chi square for this 
data was 7.66 which has a P value between .05 and .10. Since 
Hl is concerned with tests of the frequency distribution 
comparing the acting-out group with each of the other three 
groups, the lack of significance of the over-all table does 
' not prevent individual analysis. 
The co~rected chi square developed from a comparison 
of the acting-out group with the neurotic behavior problem 
group was 3.99, with a P of .o5. Comparisons between the 
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TABLE 1 
Distribution of Cases Around the ENA Median 
Group 
Acting-out 
Neurotic B. P. 
Normal 
Over-.compliant 
Above 
8 
19 
32 
11 
Below 
0 
16 
41 
13 
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acting-out group and the normal and over-compliant groups 
produced corrected chi squares of 6.93 and 5e21 respective-
ly. The P value with respect to the acting-out group versus 
the normal group was at .01 while the comparison of the 
acting-out group with the over-compliant group had a P value 
of .025. 
With the P yalues for all three comparisons at or 
below the .05 level of significance Ho, 1 is rejected and 
since the obtained differences are in accord with its al-
ternate, Hl, 1, the latter is accepted. The ·accepted hy-
pothesis stated that the proportion of the acting-out group 
scoring above the ENA median on the picture test is greater 
than the proportions of each of the other three groups. 
Hence, the general hypothesis relating to this measure is 
accepted and the conclusion is that acting-out is related 
to a high, equal, neurotic ambivalence. 
Further analysis in terms of divisions of the ex-
perimental sample by the weighte.d rating scale also supports 
the acceptance of the major hypothesis of this investigation. 
A division of the sample by the median score of the weighted 
rating scale produced the following results. The low half 
of the sample had 41 cases below the ENA median and 29 cases 
above it. The high half of the sample had 29 cases below 
and 41 cases above the ENA median. This alignment of cases 
produced a chi square of 4.08 and a P of less than .o5. 
Further support was added by a division of the weighted 
ratin~ scale into 7 groups o~ 20 cases each by simple rank 
order. Only the top gr~up had a significant difference in 
the number of cases above or below the median ENA score on 
. . 
the picture ~est. The c~i square for this group, based on 
15 cases above the ENA median and 5 cases below it, was 5.0 
with a P of less than .o5. The other 6 groups all had chi 
squares below 1.0 developed from obtained cell f~equencies 
that were essentially equal. This latter finding, while 
supporting the major hypothesis, also calls attention to 
the appar~~t chance distribution of high, equal, neurotic 
ambivalence in the general non-acting-out_sample groups. 
Ho, 2: The proportion of the neurotic behavior 
problem group obtaining average dislike 
scores exceeding their corresponding 
average like scores is equal to the pro-
portions of the acting-out group, the 
over-compliant group, and the normal 
group obtaining average dislike scores 
exceeding their corresponding average like 
scores. 
Hl, 2: The null hypothesis is tested against that 
class of alternatives which states that 
the proportion of the neurotic behavior 
problem group obtaining average dislike 
scores exceeding their corresponding aver-
age like scores is greater than the propor-
tions of each o~ the other three groups. 
The second set of hypotheses had to do with the pro-
portion of each of the four experimental groups having average 
dislike scores which exceeded the corresponding average like 
scores. It was hypothesized that the neurotic behavior prob-
lem group would have the highest such proportion. Table 2 
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TABlE 2 
Proportion of PISLIKE Greater Than LIKE Scores 
Group Number Number Proportions 
possible obtained 
Acting-out 16 4 • 25 
Neurotic B. P. 70 30 .43 
Normal 146 67 .46 
Over-compliant 48 18 .38 
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shows the possible number of such scores (two per case--
one each for the male and female picture sets), the number 
of times within each group that an average dislike score 
exceeded an average like score, and the proportions in 
question. 
The neurotic behavior problem group had a higher 
proportion of instances where the average dislike score ex-
ceeded the average like score than did either the acting• 
, . 
out group or the over-compliant group. The differences, 
however, were not significant. The normal group had a high-
er proportion of such instances than did the neurotic be-
havior group but again the differences were not significant. 
On the basis of these data Ho, 2 must be accept~d and Hl, 2 
rejected. 
Ho, 3~ The proportion of the over-compliant 
group obtaining average like scores 
exceeding their corresponding average 
dislike scores is equal to the propor-
tions of the acting-out group, the 
neurotic behavior problem group, and the 
normal group obtaining average like 
scores exceeding their corresponding 
average dislike scores. 
Hl, 3: The null hypothesis is tested against 
that class of alternatives which states 
that the proportion of the over-compliant 
group obtaining average like scores exceed-
ing their corresponding dislike scores is 
greater than the proportions of each of 
the other three groups. 
The third set of hypotheses had to do with the pre-
diction that the over-compliant group would show a higher 
proportion of instances where the average like score would 
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exceed the average dislike score than would the other three 
groups. Table 3 presents the obtained proportions relevant 
to this prediction. 
The proportion of instances where the over-compliant 
group's average like score exceeded the corresponding aver-
age dislike score was greater than in the case of both the 
normal and the neurotic behavior problem groups but lower 
than the proportion obtained by the acting-out group. Dif-
ferences between groups were not, however, significant. 
Hd, 3 is accepted. 
Ho, 4: The proportion of the normal group 
scoring below the median on the sum. 
of the four intermediate scores is 
equal to the proportions of the act-
ing-out group, the neurotic behavior 
problem group, and the over~compliant 
group scoring below the median on the 
sum of the four intermediate scores. 
Hl, 4.: The null hypothesis is tested against 
that class of alternatives which states 
that the proportions of the normal 
group scoring below the median on the 
sum of the four intermediate scores is 
greater than the proportions of each of 
the other three groups. 
The fourth set of hypotheses were concerned with the 
sum of the four intermediate scores for each individual sub-
ject. It was predicted that the normal group would have a 
higher proportion of such summed intermediate scores below 
the median than would any of the other three groups. The 
' 
median score on this measure was 26.3 with a low of 7.6 and 
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TABIE 3 
Proportion of LIKE Greater Than DISLIKE Scores 
Group Number Number Proportions 
possible obtained 
Acting-out 16 11 .69 
Neurotic B. P. 70 38 .54 
Normal 146 74 .51 
Over-compliant 48 29 .60 
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a high of 4ls6~ Table 4 presents the data pertinent to 
these hypotheses. 
On this measure the normal group's proportion ex-
ceeded those of both the acting-out group and the neurotic 
behavior group but was below that obtained by the over-
compliant group. Differences, however, were not signifi-
cant. The null hypothesis, Ho, 4, must be accepted. 
Additional Analyses 
In view of the negative results on the three minor 
hypotheses, further analyses of the data··were undertaken. 
The basic approach at this point was to attempt a refinement 
of the groupings of the normals, the neurotic behavior prob~ 
lems, and the over-compliants. More specifically an attempt 
was made to select out, and review the data from, prototypic 
subgroups from each category. 
From the normal group was taken every case that fell 
within the bottom sixth of the weighted scale, on the assump• 
tion that these might be considered especially to typify the 
well behaved, successful, normal subject. There were 12 
subjects in this subcategory. From the neurotic behavior 
problem group was taken every case that fell within the next 
higher two-sixths of the range of the weighted rating scale, 
the assumption being that these cases might typify the fair-
ly well-behaved neurotic behavior problem discussed in the 
chapter dealing with theory. ~en subjects met these criteria. 
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TABLE 4 
Proportion of Cases Below the Median of the 
Summed Intermediate Scores 
Group Total 
cases 
Acting-out 8 
Neurotic B. P. 35 
Normal 73 
Over-compliant 24 
Below 
median 
2 
17 
37 
14 
Proportions 
.25 
.51 
.58 
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It should be noted that the selection of the bottom 
one-sixth and the next higher two-sixths of the weighted 
rating scale was made on the same basis that determined the 
basic categorization of the total samplee Only here, the 
characteristics of the four point, three interval scale 
were applied to the weighted scale, whereas in the principal 
research design they were applied to the unweighted scale. 
At this point, in regard to the product of such categoriza-
tion, the two rationales differ. While the division of the 
unweighted rating scale by sixths was held to outline cate• 
gories roughly appropriate to the four groups of subjects 
considered in this investigation, the division of the 
weighted rating scale by sixths was held merely to outline 
categories of the tendency to act-out. There is necessarily 
some overlap due to the original assumption of the validity 
of a continuous, equal interval, four point scale in the 
rating of the fo~ different personality types. The fact 
remains, however, that this assumption was considered to be 
an arbitrary necessity. The point is that the child least 
like a delinquent is not necessarily most like an over-
compliant child. 
In addition to the 12 normal subjects and 10 neurotic 
behavior problem subjects isolated on the described basis, 
23 over-compliant and 6 acting-out subjects were also drawn 
from the experimental sample. From the over-compliant group 
was taken every case that fell in the bottom sixth of the 
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weighted rating scale and from the acting-out group was 
taken every case that fell in the top sixth of the weighted 
rating scale. 
The results of the analysis of the data provided by 
these so-called prototypic cases, while not conclusive, were 
suggestive in accord with the minor hypotheses of this re-
search. The average of the sums of the four intermediate 
scores for the 12 normals was below the median and lower 
than corresponding averages from the other three special 
subgroups. From the point of view of the hypothesis Hl, 4 
this represents both an absolute and relative shift in the 
direction of confirming that hypothesis. This mean for the 
experimental normal group was 25.6 and higher than the cor-
responding mean for the neurotic behavior problem group at 
25.2. For the 12 subject, special, normal group the mean 
was 23.0, a drop of over 2.5 points. The corresponding 
means from the other special subgroups remained within 0.4 
of the means established by their respective experimental 
groups. 
With respect to hypothesis Hl, 2, concerning the 
proportion of dislike greater than like scores, the special, 
10 subject neurotic behavior problem group obtained a 0.70 
as compared with the 0.43 obtained by its entire experimen-
tal group. This too was a change, both absolute and rela-
tive, in the direction of supporting the hypothesis. The 
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comparable scores of the other subgroups also rose but not 
as much so that the neurotic behavior problem subgroup's 
0.70 was highest. 
With respect to the hypothesis Hl, 3, pertaining to 
the expectation that the over-compliant group would have a 
greater proportion of like greater than dislike scores, the 
evidence provided by the special subgrouping showed only 
that the over-compliant subgroup had the lowest average dis• 
like greater than like score for the female cards. This 
score does not directly support the hypothesis but is in 
line with it. 
The additional analyses of data pertaining to the 
three minor or secondary hypotheses do not alter the fact 
that on the basis of the evidence presented those hypotheses 
must be rej~cted. The major hypothesis remains the only one 
adequately supported by the data obtained. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 
General Discussion 
This investigation may be thought of as being com-
posed of two relatively distinct parts, exploratory and 
experimental. The exploratory part dealt with predictions 
concerning the neurotic behavior problem, the normal, and 
the over-compliant. The experime~tal part dealt with the 
acting-out child in relation to all others. The justifica-
tion for this distinction lies in ~he state of current 
theory, the experience of the investigator, and the method-
ology employed. 
At the present time, there is a considerable body 
of sophisticated theory concerning the nature of the per-
sonality of the acting-out child. A great deal of this 
theory is based on extensive therapeutic investigations but 
an increasing number of more formal researches in this area 
have made thei~ contributions as well. There is no such 
extensive knowledge and understanding of either the normal, 
the over-compliant, or the neurotic behavior problem. 
Given the present stigma attaching to psychotherapy and the 
tendency of research to focus on the pathological, it is 
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not surprising that so little is understood of the normal in 
psychodynamic terms. The over-compliant child, frequently 
regarded by parents and other significant adults as ideal--
at least in terms of his benavior--has been similarly neg-
lected. The situation_with the neurotic behavior problem 
is different. He has been studied extensively in psycho-
therapy, if not in formal researches. However, psychother-
apeutic studies of the neurotic behavior problem tend to be 
organized around the other symptoms, such as bedwetting, 
asthma, and learning problems, he ~isplays or around other 
psychiatric concepts and diagnoses. Thus, ~he development 
of a body of knowledge and theory concerning this child has 
been retarded. At the ~resent time it may be argued that 
the term has a nwastebasket". status, simply including all 
misbehaviors of any significance that do not seem to fit in-
to the delinquent classification. 
The experience of the investigator had been primari-
ly with the acting-out child. He had sufficient contact 
with children from the other three categories, however, to 
formulate the tentative and minor hypotheses, H2, H3, and 
H4. 
The methodo~og~cal basis for the division of the 
study inmo two parts was the fact that for only the acting-
out group were wei$hts obtained for the purpose of categor-
izing the subjects. The primary considerations here were 
the mundane and practical factor~ of time and money. The 
result of this methodological decision was that the three 
groups with which the minor hypotheses were concerned were 
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categorized only by theoretical speculation and by the 
mathematical and arbitrary properties of an equal interval 
scale of three intervals. Empirical evidence was not ob-
tained and it seemed certain that various distortions 
would occur. 
The three minor h~otheses, relating the neurotic 
behavior problem to negative ambivalence, the over-compliant 
to P?S~tive ambivalenc~, and the normal to total neurotic 
affect, were not supported adequately by the experimental 
. . 
data obtained and, for_ the time, must be rejected. Post-
expe~im~ntal, additional analyses of the data indicated, 
however, that trends in the directions supporting the hypoth-
eses do obtain. 
The major hypothesis, predicting that the acting-out 
group would show a higner proportion of high, equal, neurotic 
ambivalence than would other groups, was solidly supported 
by the data. The acting-out sample was small, to be sure, 
but the significances of the statistics held up well des-
pite the rigorous penalties imposed by the use of the Yates 
correction for small, expected cell frequencies. 
The outstanding question, raised ~y the data in con-
nection with the major hypotheses Hl, concerned the matter 
of the relat~ve inte~sities of high, equal, neurotic ambiva-
lence between groups. It had been expected that the acting-
out group would show the highest ambivalence of this type. 
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The data did not bear out this expectation. No member of 
the acting-out group scored the highest in this respect. 
This finding raises a number of issues. 
If children other than acting-out are found to have 
an equal, neurotic ambivalence higher than that found in 
delin~uents an~ if, as it has been demonstrated, a high, 
equal, neurotic ambivalence is related to delinquency_, other 
factors contributing to the tendency to act-out are implied. 
These other children apparently do not possess such addi-
tional causal factors. This line of reasoning appears sound 
in that a single causal factor theory of delinquency appears 
too over-simpli~ied to be considered. 
The typica~, current approach to such a problem 
would be to discuss dif~erences in control between groups 
as a function of so-called "ego strength." However, since 
this approach appears to beg the question, one may evalu-
ate the pro~lem in term~ of other ractors apparently con-
tributing to acting-out. One such factor is reward for mis-
behavior. 
As discussed in Chapters II and III, the delinquent 
appears to be rewarded, for many years at home at least, for 
his mi'sbehavior. In his home it appears to lead to an even-
tual reduction of anxiety or tension. It may finally fre-
quently be rewarded as the parent attempts to atone for 
excesses of severity. It may represent the product of an 
identification with the unconscious wishes of the parent and 
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hence meet with approval for this reason. If this kind of 
reward factor is missing from the makeup of the non-delin-
quent child with high, equal, neurotic ambivalence, he 
might be expected to be as much troubled by his relationships 
with adults as the delinquent but to express his anxieties 
in socially accepted ways. One would expect him to test-out 
just as frequently as the delinquent but in other ways. An 
obvious, in retrospect~ possibility is that he has learned 
at home that the war to reduce tension, to be rewarded, and 
to identify with his parents is to submit, to obey, to curry 
favor. 
But this explanation does not account for more than ' 
the possibility that the non-acting-out child might have an 
equal, neurotic ambivalence as high as that of the child who 
acts-out. There still remains the question as to the fact 
that the experimental data showed that some non-acting-out 
children achieved higher equal, neurotic ambivalence scores 
than did the subjects who were rated highest on the behavior 
rating scale. There are at least two possible ways to ac-
count for this fact. 
No~-acting-out children may score higher on equal, 
neurotic ambivalence because, as contrasted with the acting-
. . 
out, t~ey have closer, more_intense relationships with their 
parents than do delinquents. The parents of children who 
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act-out are noted for their own narcissism and their tendency 
to neglect their c~ldren. On the other hand, the parents 
of non-delinquents are not unknown to have been over-severe, 
even brutal, with their children. Hence, some children 
who do not act-out may have a more intense relationship 
with their parents than do children who act-out. And, hence, 
they migh~ well develop a more intense, equal, neurotic am-
bivalence. 
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The other way to account for the fact that some 
subjects not in the delinquent category had higher, equal, 
neurotic ambivalences than did the delinquent sample relates 
to the nature of the community within which the investigation 
was conducted. This community or city, is commonly referred 
to as a ."bedroom community. 11 It does not have, apparently, 
a high rate of delinquency nor extremes in delinquency. To 
the contrary, it is increasingly inhabited by members of an 
ethnic group noted for its low delinquency rate. The acting-
out sample of this research, then, may have been skewed to-
wards the lower end of a more representative distribution of 
delinquents. Thus, it is possible that the higher, equal, 
neurotic ambivalence scores from non-acting-out groups in 
this research were a result of the particular population 
characteristics of the community in which the investigation 
was conducted. The data obtained would have been more intel-
ligible with regard to this question had a sociological study 
of the city been included in the design of the research. 
Despite the aforementioned l~mitations, the major 
hypothesis was confirmed by ~he dat~. The child who acts-
out does seem to have a high, equal, neurot;c ambivalence 
more so than can be accounted for by chance. This finding 
\ 
tends to bridge the gap, existing in much of the literature, 
between ambivalence in the parent and the acting-out of the 
child. As has been remarked, it is the subjective reaction 
of the child that counts in determining his behavior. The 
characteristics of the parent are once-removed from the 
delinquent scene. 
The positive finding on the major hypothesis also 
has significance with respect to the more basic question of 
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ambivalence. As pointed out in Chapter II, there is fre-
quent use of the term ambivalence, throughout the literature 
of dyna~c psychology and psychiatry, without the distinction 
made between that which is normal and that which is neurotic. 
Indeed, the general view may be that there is but one type, 
at least along the dimension of health-pathology. To the 
extent that this term is essentially psychoanalytic, it may 
well be that it is thought of as unitary in its qualitative 
aspects because the analytic theorists conceive of it as em-
anating from the instincts. Their discussion of different 
types of ambivalence have to do with the question of fusion 
and with questions of degree. 
To the extent that the data relating to Hypqthesis 1 
are significant and valid as interpreted, the findings of 
this investigation offer empirical evidence that tends to 
confirm the logically derived assumption that there are two, 
qualitatively differen~ types of ambivalence, one patholog-
ical and the other not. 
The picture test offered no rational basis for af-
fective discrimination between the persons portrayed on each 
card. Therefore,. any significant difference between the 
affects e~ressed toward such pictures by a subject must be 
irrational. The picture test offered no rational basis for 
any aff~ct at all being felt toward the adults pictured 
thereon. Therefore, any significant degree of affect ex-
pressed toward its images must be irrational. 
In contrast to irrational affect, it seems clear 
that there is such a thing as rational affect, that rational, 
affective discriminations are an every day event. Where a 
subject is aware of the power and disposition of an object 
with respec~t to the subject, that subject has rational 
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grounds for liking or disliking that object. Where a sub-
ject is unaware of the power and disposition of an object 
with respect to the subject, that subject is without ration-
al grounds for any affect towards that object. These asser-
tions seem so apparent that they are stated categorically. 
There is no reason, however, why they should not be empirical-
ly established. The results of this investigation appear to 
be a beginning to that end. 
Implications For Further Research 
As previously noted, there has been a remarkable 
paucity of experimental research on the natur~ and signifi-
cance of ambivalence. Yet, the psychoanalytic theorists 
hold it to.be a phenomenon of central importance. The in-
vestigator concurs in this evaluation in that he agrees 
with those who hold that stable, positive relationships are 
essential to the development and continued success~ul life 
of the human being. The research here described is one of 
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a mere handful of experimental investigations of ambivalen~e. 
It is considered neither exhaustive nor definitive. It may 
mark the beginnings of an intellectual freedom from the 
preconceptions of instinct theory in te~s of this concept 
but it is only a rough beginning. 
What has been taken ~or granted in this research, 
namely the existence of irrational ambivalence stemming 
from environmental inf'luence.s, might well be the subject 
of further examination. The sign~ficance of other variables 
interacting with ambivalence of' a high, equal, and neurotic 
type certainly requires clarification. It has been specu-
lated here that the expectation of' rewards of one kind or 
another may be crucial in determining whether such an ambiv-
alence leads the subject to act-out in an anti-social 
manner or in a manner that is acceptable if not entirely 
effective. 
In terms of the results of this research for the 
three minor hypotheses, there is a need for further inves-
tigation. D0es the well identified neurotic behavior 
problem generally have a high, negative, neurotic ambiva-
lence? Does the well identified over-compliant child 
' 
generally have a high, positive, neurotic ambivalence? 
Does the really healthy normal have only a low degree of 
neurotic affect? These are all questions that call for 
further and more precise investigation. 
Implications For Practice 
The practical implications of the theoretical frame~ 
work of this investigation fall under two headings, preven-
tion and treatment. 
The nature of any ambivalence necessarily depends 
upon the nature of the affects of whi~h it is composed. 
Neurotic ambivalence is composed of neurotic love and neu-
rotic hate. If, on the belief that neurotic ambivalence is 
I 
an important etiological factor in anti-social acting~out, 
one is to avoid the development of such ambivalence in a 
child, it follows that one should avoid the conditions that 
lead to the establishment of neurotic affect. If, as it has 
here been assumed, the primary--perhaps only--determinant 
as to whether or not a child's affects remain ~ational 1$ 
the absence or presence of anxiety in association with the 
affect, then it follows that one shoul~ avoid the arousal 
of anxiety in the child. 
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Throughout the literature on the problem of the 
child who acts-out there is much talk of the significance 
of inconsistency in parental treatment of the child. This 
inconsistency is universally held to have a deleterious 
effect on the child and, by implication, parents are warned 
to be consistent. What is seldom explicated in these com-
ments on consistency is what the nature of it should be. 
It is almost as if there were thought to be virtue in con-
sistency per se, regardless of its content. It is the 
chief, practical implication of th~s investigation, in so 
far as it relates to the prevention of the development of 
the acting-out personality,.that the area within which the 
parent should be consistent is the area of anxiety. The 
parent should always avoid the development of anxiety with-
in the child. 
This_impl~cation, a logical derivative from the 
theory of neurotic ambivalence as here presented, can be 
effectuated within the framework of a great variety of 
cultures and child rearing practices. ~t can be realized 
within a given family living in a high delinquency, slum 
area and may offe~ one reason why not all children from 
given areas or given families become delinquent. It allows 
for training, fru~trations, punishments, and gratifications 
of great variety so ~ong as the child is kept below the 
threshold of anxiety. 
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The implications for treatment are less clear. It 
- . 
may be noted, however, that the existence of a neurotic am-
bivalence connotes the potential for a positive transfer-
ence on the part of the delinquent toward his therapist. 
That this kind of child has such a potential was long denied, 
as it was of the schizophrenic. Currently it is more widely 
recognized that he can form a positive attachment to his 
the~apist if he ca~ be kept in treatment long enough and 
prov~ding ~is thera~ist does not develop a negative counter-
transference in reaction to his hostile testing and the 
obd~racy of his disorder. 
Another implication of the investigation is that, 
because o~ his high, equal, neurotic ambivalence, the child 
who acts-out is the most provocative of patients and should 
consequently be assigned to the most mature therapist. 
Still another implication ~o~ treatment, arising 
f!o~ th~ research, is that a thera~ist should be extr~mely 
cautious in reward~ng ~he delinque~t patient in that there 
i~_a danger of re~nfo!cing the association between misbe-
hayior ~nd rewa~d· This point calls into question the not 
uncommon practiqe of regularly giving to and £eeding the 
delinquent patient on the grounds that he has suffered mas-
. . . 
sive, oral deprivations. While the observations of depriva-
tio~ are not questioned here, the theory does. suggest an 
importance in the relationship between the act of giving to 
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the patient and his interpretat~on of tnat gift, interpre-
tations which may well hinge on his behavior at the moment. 
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Theory 
CHAPTER VII 
SU~ARY 
Ambivalence, designating the coexistence within a 
subject of love and hate for the same object, was differ-
entiated into two, qualitatively different types. Normal 
ambivalence was held to comprise positive and negative af-
fects felt for an object because of the reality character-
istics of that object, these affects being free of anxiety. 
Neurotic ambivalence was held to comprise positive and 
negative affects felt for an object when both of the affects 
are associated with anxiety. Except with regard to the 
parent or parent substitute, neurotic ambivalence is not 
based on the reality characteristics of the object but is 
the result of displacement. 
This twofold classification of ambivalence involved 
the rejection of the psychoanalytic position that all ambiv-
alence stems from the life and death instincts. Instead, 
the position taken in this research was that ambivalence is 
a product of interperson~l interaction. The logical devel• 
opment of this latter position was the identification of a 
number of subtypes of ambivalence depending upon the nature 
of the interaction between the subject and object. Where 
the interaction was essentially positive and warm a high 
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positive-low negative ambivalence would result. Where the 
interaction was essentially negative and intense a high 
negative~low positive ambivalence would resti1t. Where .the 
interaction was essentially casual and mild a low positive-
low negative ambivalence would result. And where the 
interaction was both intensely positive and intensely nega~ 
tive a high positive•high negative ambivalence would ~esult. 
It was further postulated that the displacement of 
neurotic affect, whether positive or negative, is a function 
of the subject's perception of the disposition and power of 
the object in relation to the subject. If the object is 
. . 
perceived as powerful and hostile in relation to the subject, 
hostile neurotic affect will be displaced. If the object is 
perceived as powerful and loving in relation to the ·subject, 
loving neurotic affect will be displaced. 
The interaction between parent and child during the 
early, formative years of the delinquent was held to be both 
intensely positive and intensely negative, with both affects 
being associated with anxiety. Thus, it was argued, the de-
linquent developed a high positive-high negative• neurotic 
ambivalence subject to displacement onto persons other than 
his parents. 
The interaction between the parent and child during 
the early, formative years of the neurotic behavior problem 
was held to be such that essentially only the child's 
hostile affect became associated with anxiety and hence neu-
1~ 
rotic. Thus it was asserted that the neurotic behavior prob-
lem developed a high negative-low positive, neurotic ambiva-
lance• 
The interaction between the parent and child during 
the early, formative years of the over-compliant child was 
held to be such that essentially only the ch~ld's.positive 
affect became associated with anxiety and h~nce ne~rotic. 
In this case it was felt that this type of child would form 
a high positive-low negative, neurotic ambivalence. 
In the case of the normal, the inte~a~tio~ between 
the parent and child was held to be such that essentially 
. " 
neither positive nor negative affect became:associated with 
anxiety or neurotic. Thus it was felt that the normal child 
would develop a low positive-low negative neUrotic ambiva-
lence or be entirely free of neurotic affects. 
' The major hypothesis of the r~search was concel?ne'd 
with the relationship between neurotic ambivalence and act-
.. ..., (. ... 
ing-o~t, neurotic ambivalence considered as one important 
I • " 
variable in the genesis of the delinquent personality. 
Predictions .. 
In a situatio~ where the child is cG~fr,onted,with 
~ ~ .. loo • 
> 
an adult whose power and disposition toward him are unknown 
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and who thus cannot be an object of rational affect, the 
delinquent child will display an intense, equal, neurotic 
ambivalence; the neurotic behavior problem child will display 
an intense, hostile or negative, neurotic ambivalence; the 
over-compliant child will di~play an intense, loving or 
positive, neurotic ambivalence; and the no~al child will 
display ·neurotic affects of a low intensity. 
Methods and Procedure 
The subjects, 140 boys in the eighth grade of a 
suburban junior high school, were categorized into the four 
experimental subgroups by means of a behavioral rating scale. 
The acting-out or delinquent cases were identified by means 
of a predetermined, weighted cut-off score. Both the weights 
and the cut-off score were determined by pre-test studies 
of the power of the scale to discriminate between children 
who act-out and children who do not. No attempt was made, 
in these pre=test studies, to subgroup the children who were 
not delinquents. For this reason, in the research proper, 
the non-delinquent children were subgrouped in terms of the 
mathematical properties of the unweighted seale and its fo~ 
point, equal interval scoring system. 
Accordingly, 8 cases fell within the delinquent 
range, 35 within the neurotic behavior problem range, 73 
within the normal range, and 24 within the over-compliant 
range. 
Measures of neurotic affect and ambivalence were ob-
tained on each child by means of a picture test administered 
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by the child's regular social studies teacher in the routine 
class situation. The children were presented with ten c~rds, 
one at a time, on each of which were sketches of the heads 
of a pair of adults. Five of the cards presented male heads 
whi2e the other five presented female heads. The children 
were asked to choose between each pair, to be for one and 
against the other. Then:they were asked to indicate, on 
their answer sheets, how much they liked the one they were 
for and how much they disliked the one they were against. A 
separate scale for each pictured head was provided for this 
purpose. 
In that no indications were given of the pictured 
adults' power or disposition relative to the experimental 
subjects, it was argued that the subjects had no rational 
grounds for discrimination between adults of the same sex 
nor for any significant degree of normal or healthy affect 
toward them. Hence, it was held that the measures obtained 
were of neurotic affect and that a combination of like with 
dislike scores provided a measure of neurotic ambivalence. 
Results 
With regard to the major hypothesis, all eight de-
linquent cases obtained ambivalence scores above the median 
while such scores for the other three groups were distributed 
as by chance above and below the median. On the basis of a 
corrected chi¥square test this hypothesis was confirmed. 
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With respect to the three minor hypotheses the re-
sults were not significant and these hypotheses were rejected. 
Additional analyses, however, of the data from the three sub-
groups central to the minor hypotheses, suggested that a 
more refined method of categoriz~tion or subgrouping of these 
cases might produce results tending to canfir.m the predic-
tions made for them. 
Conclusions 
The results of this investigation tend to confirm 
the validity of the distinctions offered between normal and 
• neurotic affects in general and between normal and neurotic 
ambivalences in particular. The results further tend to 
support the contention that a neurotic ambivalence, high in 
both positive and negative affects, is a significant factor 
in the personality of the child who acts-out. The natures 
of the neurotic affects in other personality types are left 
in doubt by the data obtained in this research except to the 
extent that the type of neurotic.ambivalence markedly pre-
dominant in the delinquent appears in these other types on 
an apparent chance basis. Further, more refine~, research 
into the nature of the neurotic affects of the various types , 
of non-delinquent personalities appears highly desirable. 
APPENDIX 
A 
STUDENT BEHAVIOR SCAlE 
STUDENT BEHAVIOR SCALE 
(Rating Teacher} (Student) 
-Directions: Please read each statement for each item and 
then circle the letter of that statement that best describes 
the student. As best you can, choose that statement re-
flecting the opinion of the school adults in general. It is 
essential to choose ~ and only ~ statement for ~ item. 
1. This child misbehaves 
a) periodically 
b) never or almost never 
e) frequently 
d) occasionally 
2. If and when this child misbehaves it 
a) is usually the result of some real provocation 
b) usually seems to come largely from ·inner fuming or 
. stewing 
e) usually seems almost accidental 
d) is frequently without any apparent provocation 
3. If and when this child misbehaves it 
a) may be against other children or adults but is not 
against property 
b) frequently involves defiance of authority or 
. property destruction 
c) is not likely to be against adults 
d) usua~ly is directed toward other children 
4• If and when this child misbehaves it is ~ frequently 
done 
a) with some tension or anger 
b) with confusion or distress 
c) explosively 
d) fairly casually, with pleasure 
5. If and when this child misbehaves it is~ frequently 
in a 
a) sneaky or open way, easy to catch 
b) cl~y way, perhaps accidental 
c} subtle way, hard to catch 
d) open way, no attempt at concealment 
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6. If and when this child misbehaves it 
a) frequently irritates one a great deal 
b) can be taken in stride 
c) surprises but doesn't really bother one 
d) may upset one somewhat 
1. If and when this child misbehaves and is punished, the 
child 
a) usually "learns the lesson·n and is not ·likely to 
repeat the offense 
b) may seem almost crushed, punishment is really needless 
c) seems unable to ulearn the lesson1f- is likely to re-
peat the offense .. 
d) seems to nlearn the lessonn but is apt to repeat the 
offense if upset 
8. This child's attitude toward school work seems usually 
to be 
a) O.K. 
b) weakly positive to weakly negative 
c) quite indifferent or negative 
'd) very positive 
9. This child's attitude toward teachers seems to be 
a) generally very good 
b) generally O.K. 
c) generally poor or unfriendly 
d) sometimes very friendly and sometimes very unfriendly 
10. In academics this child's work is 
a) usually neat and on time 
b) often massy and/or late 
c) usually messy and late, if done at all 
d) not always neat or on time 
11. If and when angry, this child usuall;r shows anger t o\vard 
a) other children, not self 
b) other children, teachers or self 
c) self or other children 
d) te~chers, ~~her children but not self 
12. In hair and dress this child 
a) tries to be conspicuous or is faddish or extreme 
b) seems to pay little attention or care 
c) is acceptable, nothing special one way or another 
d) is always neat, clean and attractive without extremes 
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13. If this chi~d irritates teachers and is at fault the 
child usually see~ 
a) sorry to the point of being kind of upset 
b) indifferent or pleased 
c) indifferent or sorry 
d) sorry 
14. In regard to school adults this child's relationships 
seem 
a) fairly stable and cool 
b) usually stable and O.K. 
c) very unstable 
d) very stable and warm 
15. School adults tend to find this child generally 
a) very likable 
b) really dis~ikable ~both likable and dislikable 
c) likable, O.K. 
d) not very likable 
16~ This child's achievement is, 1£ general, 
a) somewhat below grade level 
b) well below grade level 
c) well above grade level 
d) somewhat above grade level 
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17. Toward children of the opposite sex this child is generally 
a) indifferent or mildly interested 
b) negative 
c) moderately interested 
d) very highly interested 
18. This child's standing with boys is 
a) fair to poor with most 
b) very good with same and very poor with others 
c) O.K. withmost 
d) poor with most 
19. This child's standing with girls is 
a) very good with some and very poor with others 
b) O.K. with most 
c) fair to poor with most 
d) poor with most 
20. In athletics this child seems to be 
a} good but is rarely or never a school team player 
b) poor 
c) fair 
d) good and is/would be a school team player if' good 
enough 
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APPENDIX 
B 
METHODS OF SCORING 
STUDENT BEHAVIOR SOAIE 
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Scoring Key ~or Student Behavior Scale 
Item: Answer-Score Answer-Score Answer-Score Answer-Score 
1, a-3 b-1 c-4 d-2 
2. a-2 b-3 c-1 d~4 
¥3. a ... 2 b-4 c-1 d-3 
4. a-2 b-1 c-3 d~4 
5. a-4 b-1 c-2 d-3 
'6. a-4 b-2 c-1 Q. ... 3 
7. a-2 b-1 c-4 d-3-
8. a-2 b-3 c-4 d~l 
9. a-1 b-2 c-3 d-4 
io. a-1 . b-3 c-4 d-2 
11. a-3 b .. 2 0""'1 d-4 
12. a-4 b-3 c-2 d-1 
: 
13, a-1 b-4 c-3 d~2 
14· a-3 b-2 c-4 d-1 
+5. a-1 b-4 c-2 d-3 
t 
16. a-3 b-4 e-1 d-2 
17. a-1 9-3 c-2 "9:~4 
18. a-3 b-4 c-2 d-1 
.j 
a-4 19. b-2 c-3 d-1 
20. a-1 b-4 c-3 d-2 
(Over-compliant-1 Norma1e2 Neurotic B. P.-3 Acting-out-4) 
Item 
1. 
2. 
3. 
·4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11• 
12. 
13. 
J.4. 
15. 
~ 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
The Application of the Weights and Constant 
to the Student Behavior Scale 
Weight Constant: ... 8887 
.0557 
.o68o 
.0286 
.0270 
Method of obtaining a weighted score 
-.0051 a. Sum the raw scores for each item separately. 
.0206 b. Multiply each item sum by the 
-.oo68 item weight. 
-.0098 c. Sum the weighted item scores algebraically • 
• 0994 d. Divide the total weighted score 
• 1362 by the number o£ raters • 
.0421 e. Combine the mean weighted score with the constant • 
• 029.5 f. Multiply by 100. 
-.0916 
.0187 
.0019 
.0786 
.0149 
-.0405 
.0481 
.0335 
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APPENDIX 
c 
MATERIALS OF THE PICTURE TEST 
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Directions for Administering the Picture Opinion Poll. 
In order that test results grom various classes may be 
logically combined with meaningfulness for this re-
search, the directions for this poll have been written 
out in detail. Please read verbatim, aloud to the 
class, those directions typed in capital letters within 
the quotation marks. Directions for exruminer behavior 
are typed in lower case letters within parentheses. 
Please perform these latter operations at the time 
indicated without reading them aloud. Total time re-
quired for administration should be about 30 min. or 
less. 
11NOW TEEN, YOU'VE HEARD OF PUBLIC OPINION POLIS - TEE PUBLIC 
.... .. .. 
IS ASKED TO GIVE THEIR OPINIONS OF LAWS, PROGRAMS, PEOl?IE 
' . ~ 
AND SO ON. THE RESULTS ARE FREQ,UENTLY PUBLISBED IN NEWS._. 
. " 
PAPERS AND MAGAZINES. I AM GOING TO ASK YOU - IN A FEW 
" . . 
MINUTES - TO GIVE YOUR OWN OPINIONS OF CERTAIN PEOPLE. TEE 
• ... 'f 
FACES OF THESE PEOPLE HAVE BEEN DRAWN AS THEY MIGHT APPEAR 
. . 
ON POSTERS OR IN MAGAZINES AND NEWISPAPERS. PICTURES OF 
PEOPIE ARE THOUGHT TO BE VERY IlVIJ?ORTANT IN LEADING THE PUBLIC 
- J • ... 
TO LIKE OR DISLIRE THEM. THIS POLL IS BASED ON THAT IDEA 
- . . 
AND SO YOU "WILL HAVE NOTHING ELSE TO GO ON - JUST THE PIC-
' TUBES." 
"HERE IS WHAT WE'LL DO. I'LL HOW UP PICTURES OF TWO PEOPU: 
- ~ -
AT A TIME. LET'S SAY THAT THEY ARE OFFICIALS OF A CITY 
.. . - ... 
GOVERNMENT AND THAT THIS IS PART OF A LARGE POLL TO SEE WBAT 
THE PUBLIC THINKS OF THEM. -EACH PICTURE HAS ITS OWN NUMBER 
. . . 
ON IT. HERE IS A SAMPLE OF THE CARDS I WILL. HOLD uP. tt (hold 
. '"' . .. 
up blank sample picture card) niT IS JUST LIKE TEE OTHERS 
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EXCEPT THAT IT HAS N 0 PICTURES ON IT. THE OTHER CARDS WILL . 
. 
HAVE TWO PICTURES ON THEM, ONE HERE (point to right half' of' 
ca:ttd) DID ONE HERE (point to lef't half' of card) • NOTE THE 
. ' 
NUMBERS HERE AND HERE (point to each number). THERE IS A 
NUMBER FOR THE PICTURE OF EAGff PERSON'S FACE." 
nr WILL GIVE YOU EACH AN OPINION SHEET, FOR YOUR omr INDIVIDU-
. . 
AL OPINIONS, ON WHICH THERE WILL BE TEN PAIRS OF SCAIES LIKE 
, ~ .. "' ... 
THIS ONE. (prop up sample scales so the whole class can see 
. 
clea:ttly) NOTICE THAT THERE ARE TWO SCAlES HERE, ONE FOR 
~ HERE (point) AND ONE FOR DISLIKE HERE (point) • BOTH 
. . ' 
SCALES GO FROM VERY LITTLE, AT TBE BOTTOM, TO VERY MITCH, AT 
~ . . 
THE TOP. BELOW THE WORDS ~ AND DISLIKE ARE BLANKS WHERE 
. -
YOU WILL FILL IN THE NUMBERS OF THE PICTURES1' (point) • 
.. 
nTHIS IS HOW IT WILL GO. YOU SHOUID LOOK BRIEFLY AT BOTH 
. . . 
PICTURES AND DEQIDE lilliiCH ONE YOU PREFER, WHICH ONE YOU ARE 
.. ... ~ .. 
FOR AND WHICH ONE YOU ARE AGAINST • MAKE THI.S CHOICE NO 
-
MATTER HOW STRONGLY OR WEAKLY YOU MAY FEEL. THEN, FIRST, 
> .. ... ;. ""' • 
WRITE THE NUMBER OF THE PERSON YOU ARE FOR UNDER THE WORD 
. . . 
~· FOR EXA.MPIE, IF YOU DECIDE YOU ARE FOR THIS PERSON 
""" .. ,.. 
(point to the :ttight hand side - child:tten 1s view - of' the 
~ 
sample pictu:tte card) WRITE THE NUJ\ffiER, IN THIS CASE 62, HERE 
. . 
(point) UNDER TEE WORD LIKE ON THE FIRST PAIR OF SCALES, ON 
' ~ . 
THE LINE LABELLED r N t '0 t FOR NUMBER. n 
"SECOND, OVER THE WORD ~CIRCLE THE DOT THA.T SHOWS HOW 
. 
STRONGLY YOU FEEL. FOR EX.A.MPiiE, IF YOU LIKE THE PERSON VERY 
-
LITTLE YOU WOULD CIRCLE THE LOVlEST DOT HERE (point). IF 
. . -
YOU LIKE THE PERSON VERY MUCH YOU WOULD CIRCLE THE HIGHEST 
--
. 
DOT HElRE (point) • IF YOU LIKE THE PERSON IN AN AMOUNT 
BETWEEN THESE TWO EXTREMES CIRCLE A DOT IN-BETWEEN, IN HERE 
SOMEWHERE, (point) DEPENDING ON How· YOO FEEL. THE MORE YOU 
LIKE THE PERSON THE HIGHER THE DOT YOU SHOULD CIRCLE. THE 
- - ~ ~ 
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LESS YOU LIKE THE PERSON THE LOWER TEE DOT YOU SHOULD CIRCLE." 
1
'THIRD, WRITE THE NUMBER OF THE PERSON YOU ARE AGAINST UNDER 
. . 
THE WORD DISLIKE. IN THIS CASE 1 SINCE WE PREFERRED OR WERE 
E.QI! #62 IN TBTS EXAMPLE, WE WOULD AUTOMATICALLY BE AGAINST 
~ .. .. .. 
THIS PERSON (point to the blank space on the children's left) 
AND so WOULD v'VRITE THE #60 REHEl (point) UNDER THE WORD DISLIKE. tl 
11FOURTH, OVER TEE WORD DISLIKE CIRClE THE DOT THAT SHOWS HOW 
- . . 
STRONGLY YOU FEEL. IN THIS EXANI:PLE, USING THIS SCALE (point 
.... ... .. .... c .. -
t~ the scale over dislike on the sample scale card), WE WOULD 
" 
DECIDE HOW STRONGLY WE DISLIKED THIS PERSON, #60~ AND CIRCLE 
. . " 
ONE OF THESE DOTS (point again}. n 
nTHAT ':S ALL THERE IS TO DO FOR EACH OF THE TEN CARDS. n uARE 
~ . . 
- - . 
THERE ANY QUEST!ONS?" (after answering all questions pass 
o~t opinion sheets) '. 
. . 
nN:OW, IF YOU WILL LOOK AT YOUR OPINION SHEETS, YOU WILL: SEE 
~ . 
AT THE TOP FOUR BLANKS TO FILL IN. BE EXACT ABOUT FATHER'S 
'"" . . .,.. 
JOB. PlEASE FILL THESE IN NOW.n (please give them the date) 
-(wait a moment) 
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nis THERE ANYONE WHO HAS NOT F!NISEED FILLING IN TEE TOP 
FOUR BLANKS?n (please be sure ill students have done this 
. ,_ 
before going on.) 
"NOW, PLEASE LOOK OVER THE REST OF YOUR OPINION SHEETS. 
~ ' . 
NOTICE THAT TEE INSTRUCTIONS WE HAVE JUST GONE OVER HAVE 
BEEN WRITTEN TBERE Il\! SHORT FORM, AT THE TOP. READ TEEM 
. " ~ .. 
OVER IF NECESSARY, WHENEVER YOU LIKE. 11 
"THEN NOTICE THAT THERE ARE TEN PAIRS OF SCALES ... EACH J1JST 
. " . 
LIKE: THIS ONE {point to sa.JnPle scale), ONE PAIR OF SC,ALES 
. -
FOR EACH PAIR OF PICTURES. FOR THE FIRST PAIR OF PICTURES 
. . . 
USE THE PAIR OF SCALES AT THE LEFT OF TEE TOP ROW, HERE 
. -{point)(using mimeographed opinion sheet). THEN, FOR EACH 
OF THE NEXT FOUR PAIRS OF PICTURES USE THE NEXT PAIR OF 
. . . 
SGALES TO THE RIGHT .. LIKE THIS (point across top row on 
.. . 
opinion sheet). FOR THE LAST FIVE PAIRS OF PICTURES USE THE 
"' '"" .. .. 
SCALES ON THE BOTTOM HAEF OF THE OPINION SHEETS, IN THE SAME 
WAY; FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: n 
tt,ARE THERE ANY FINAL QUESTIONS?1' (please answer before going 
. 
ol'l) 
"NOW, ONE LAST THING: WORK SILENTLY AND RAPIDLY." 
"HERE IS THE FIRST PAIR OF PICTURES. 11 (hold up card 1) 
. . 
(after about 1 minute ask:) "IS ANY ONE NOT FINISHED YET?" 
(if some have not finished say:) "PIEASE HURRY.n 
(when all have completed the first pair of scales turn the 
first card face down and then announce the second pair of 
pictures. continue in the s~e way through the ten cards. 
please be sure they are presented in order, from l to 10, as 
markad on the backs.) 
(please discourage any joking and talking during the poll.) 
(after the completion of the poll please put the entire kit 
plus the opinion sheets from the children into the envelope 
and send at once to the office.) 
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~: also, please do not discuss the poll with the children 
as it may be important to re-test them later. perhaps you 
can stall off any discussion with the comment that you plan 
to take the matter up with them again at a later date if 
tliere is time. 
Blank Sample Picture Card 
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II 
I 
---~o=- --<~ J 
Sample Scoring Scale 
' 
. 1 
: \L.~Lll1JJJ;h__ 
. . ~ 
• • • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
.. 
• .... • 
I 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
~.r~ ,~.lJ t.tle 
( 
• LIKE DISLI K:E ~ 
' . 
-j ~N Q._ =~=-·~rSLO. _ 
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•' 
Answer Sheet 
(School and Division) (Your Name) 
(Father's Job) (Date) , 
INSTRUCTIONS: For each pair or pictures use one pair or scales and -
1. Write the number or the oerson you are !E.!: under the word LIKE. 
2. Over the word LIKE circle the dot that shows how strongly you feel. 
3. vlrite the numberor the person you are against under the word~· 
4. Over the word ~ circle the dot that shows how strongly you reel. 
very much 
.• 
very little 
LIKE DISLIKE 
very much 
.. 
. 
very little 
LIKE DISLIKE 
PLEASF. WORK SILENTLY AND RAPIDLY 
very much 
,, 
very little 
LIKE DISLIKE 
very much 
. 
very little 
LIKE DISLIKt;: 
ver;1 much 
.. 
.... 
vecy little 
LIKE DISLIKE 
very much 
very little 
· LIKE DISLIKE 
very m_uch 
var:r little 
LIKE DISLIKE 
very much 
very little 
LIKE DISLIKE 
very much 
very little 
LIKE DISLIKE 
very much 
. 
very little 
LIKE DISLIKE 
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Ten Picture Cards 
(In order of presentation) 
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ABSTRACT 
Theory 
Ambivalence, designating the coexis~ence within a 
subject of love and hate for the same object, was differen-
tiated into two, qualitatively different tYPes. Normal 
ambivalence was held to comprise positive and negative af-
fects felt for an object because of the reality characteris-
tics pf that object, these affects being free of anxiety. 
' 
Neurotic ambivalence was held to comprise positive and;n~ga-
tive affects felt for an object when both of the affects are 
associated with anxiety. Except with regard to the parent 
or parent substitute, neurotic ambivalence is not based on 
the reality characteristics of the object but is the result 
of displacement. 
. ·. 
Predictions 
In a situation where the child is c9nfronted with 
an adult whose power and disposition toward·him are un~own 
and who thus cannot be an object of rational affect, the 
delinquent child will display an intense, equal, neurotic 
ambivalence; the neurotic behavior problem child will dis-
play an intense, hostile or negative, neurotic ambivalence; 
158 
the over-compliant child will display an intense, loving or 
positive, neurotic ambivalence; and the normal child will 
display neurotic affects of a low intensity. 
Methods and Procedure 
159 
The subjects, ~0 boys in the eighth grade of a sub• 
urban junior high school, were categorized into the four 
experimental subgroups by means of a behavfo~al rating seale • 
. 
I • 
The acting-out or delinquent cases were identified by ~eans 
of a predetermined, weighted cut-off score. Both the weights 
and the cut-off score were determined by pre-test studies of 
the power of the scale to discriminate between ~hildren who 
act-out and children who do not. No attempt was made, in 
these pre-test studies, to subgroup the children who were not 
delinquents. For this reason, in the research proper, the 
non-delinquent children were subgrouped in terms of the mathe-
matical properties of the unweighted scale and its four point, 
equal interval scoring system. 
Accordingly, 8 cases fell within the delinquent rangei 
35 within the neurotic behavior problem range, 73 within the 
normal range, and 24 within the over-compliant range. 
Measures of neurotic affect and ambivalence were ob-
tained on each child by means of a picture test administered 
by the child's regular social studies teacher in the routine 
class situation. The children were presented with ten cards, 
one at a time, on each of which were s~etches of the heads 
of a pair of adults. Fi~e of the cards presented male heads 
while the other five presented female heads. The children 
were asked to choose between each pair, to be for one and 
against the other. Then they were asked to indicate, on 
their answer sheets, how much they liked the one they were 
for and 'how much they disliked the one they were against. A 
separate scale for each pictured head was provided for this 
purpose. 
Results 
160 
With regard to the major hypothesis, all eight delin-
quent cases obtained ambivalence scores above the median while 
such scores for the other three groups were distributed as by 
chance above and below the median. On the basis of a cor-
rected chi-square test this hypothesis was confirmed. 
With respect to the three minor hypotheses the. results 
were not significant and these hypotheses were rejected. Ad-
ditional analyses, however, of the data from the three sub-
groups central to the minor hypotheses, suggested that a more 
·refined method of categorization or subgrouping of these cases 
might produce results tending to confirm the predictions made 
for the~. 
•' 
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